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Abstract 

 

 This special research is aimed at analyzing approaches to translation of 

metaphors from Thai into English. ‘Sin Khon,’ a novel by Chalermsak Ngaem-

Ngarm, is selected as a case study. 

 

 Translation theories, approaches, and methods adopted in solving the 

problems consisting of Skopos Theory, Interpretive Theory, Discourse Analysis, 

Nord’s text analysis and other translation strategies. These theories are very 

advantageous to the translation of metaphors and literary translation. 

 

 The outcome of the research has shown that some metaphors can be literally 

translated while some must be communicatively translated, so as to produce the 

equivalence and equivalent effect in the target text and on the target text reader.  
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Sin Khon Translation Project 

 

1) Introduction 

 
a) Rationale: 

English novels translated into Thai are prevalent while Thai novels 

translated into English can hardly be found. It is probable that most Thai 

translators prefer the English-Thai translation approach as translation into the 

second language seems to require advanced skills and strategies. Meanwhile, it 

is quite rare for non-Thai translators to be fully conversant with Thai. Because 

of this, the study on translation into a second-language has been ignored and 

foreign readers have only a few chances to get to know good Thai literary 

works.  

 Sin Khon, a novel by Chalermsak Ngaem-Ngam, is a valuable Thai 

novel as it can well reflect Thai ways of life, beliefs, culture, and traditions. 

Readers will be transported into the world of Thai bureaucracy, where they 

can experience Thai rural lifestyle and look deeply into the souls of human 

beings. One of the novel's outstanding features is its use of metaphors. Here, 

they are used not only as a literary device but also as a tool to convey hidden 

meanings. There are many problems concerning the translation of metaphors. 

The meaning of metaphors cannot be easily defined. Some say metaphor is a 

subcategory of figures of speech and can be found only in poetic or literary 

works. According to Oxford English Literature, metaphor means ‘the transfer 

of a name or descriptive term to an object different from, but analogous to, 

that to which it is properly applicable.’  Meanwhile, some, especially linguists, 

believe that metaphor is actually pervasive in everyday life, not just in 

language but in thought and action. (Lakoff, 1980: 3)  

The challenging tasks of this translator are to point out metaphors in 

the novel and to make a decision whether each metaphor should be literally or 

figuratively translated. The word ‘metaphor’ in this project will be in the 

scope of cognitive linguistics, not only of the literature study as we commonly 

understand. The word ‘metaphor’ here not only means a word or phrase that is 

used to refer to another thing by using prepositions -- ‘like’ or ‘as’, but also 

covers similes, idioms, proverbs, and expressions which are pervasive in 

everyday language and thought.  Here, translation theories will be applied to 

metaphor translation and the knowledge of conceptual metaphors can help 

further explain the choices of translation. That is, metaphors in the source text 

may or may not be the same as those in the target text as the metaphors 

involve culture and the nature of a particular language. This study will 

compare the metaphors in the source text with those in the target text, and 

provide an explanation for their similarities or differences due to different 

cultures.  This is believed to help us better understand the nature of translation 

and bring us closer to ‘equivalence’, which is an ideal word for all translators. 

Cultural differences are another inevitable problem. Passing on Thai beliefs, 

culture, and traditions to foreign readers and retaining the literary style of the 

original work at the same time is a demanding task.  
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b)  Research Objectives: 

 i) To study and analyze the translation of metaphor from Thai  

         into English. 

b) To seek effective strategies for metaphor translation. 

c) To apply translation theories to the translation of metaphors in 

order to achieve equivalence. 

d) To disseminate a good Thai novel to foreign readers so that 

they will have opportunities to learn about Thai culture and 

beliefs via literature. 

 

c)  Hypotheses: 

 Only metaphors which are crucial to the theme of the novel and are 

newly created will be literally translated. The others should be adjusted and re-

created to render the same ideas with equivalent effects on the target reader. 

 

d)  Research Scope: 

 Sin Khon has 12 chapters or 119 pages. Only three chapters of the 

novel, chapters 2, 8, and 10, have been selected for the translation project. 

Chapters 2 and 8 contain metaphors which reflect the theme of the story, while 

chapter 10 consists of many interesting metaphors worth studying. However, 

to study and analyze the translation of metaphors, it is impossible to translate 

only metaphors themselves; the whole discourse is required. 

  

e)  Research Plan: 

i) Read the ST to determine the problems of translation of 

metaphor. 

 ii) Study and review general theories of translation and a theory of  

literature, metaphors, and semiotics. 

  iii) Analyze the ST by doing discourse analysis. 

  iv) Plan how to translate. 

v) Translate the Thai text into English. Record solutions to 

problems found during the translation process 

  vi) Check and edit the translation. 

vi) Summarize the translation project by reviewing the hypothesis   

  and proposing other translation problems. 

 

f) Expected Outcome: 

i) Able to obtain guidelines for translation of metaphors from 

Thai into English. 

ii) Able to apply translation theories to solve problems in literary 

works. 

iii) Able to learn more about Thai and English metaphors, and 

understand  

culture, traditions, and beliefs of the two nations.  

iv) Able to support Thai literary works to be widely known among 

foreigners. 
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2) Theoretical Framework 

 
     a)  Discourse Analysis: 

 

  i) Theory of Christiane Nord 

  Discourse analysis, or discourse studies, is a general term for a number 

of approaches to analyzing written, spoken or signed language use. The term 

discourse analysis first entered general use as the title of a paper published by Zellig 

Harris in 1952, although that paper did not yet offer a systematic analysis of linguistic 

structures ‘beyond the sentence level.’ As a new cross-discipline, discourse analysis 

began to develop in the late 1960s and 1970s in most of the humanities and social 

sciences, more or less at the same time, and in relation with other new disciplines, 

such as semiotics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, and pragmatics. 

(Discourse Analysis [n.d.]) 

According to Christiane Nord, translation (or ‘Intercultural  

Communication’) is basically functional. It is usually initiated by a customer or 

‘initiator,’ who asks a translator to translate a source text into a target text. The source 

text itself is created by a text producer and a text sender, who may not be the same 

person. If the sender asks an expert on text production to write the text for him, a 

discrepancy may occur between the sender’s intention and its realization by the text 

producer. (Nord 1991: 5)  

  The source text recipient is also important even though he/she is not 

directly related to the translation process. He/She has some influence on source text 

situation, which the translator must take into account so that the target text can imitate 

the effects of the original source text reception. Nord maintains that the essential 

factors and constituents of the process of intercultural communication are, then, in 

chronological order: ST producer, ST sender, source text, ST recipient, initiator, 

translator, target text, and TT recipient. (Nord 1991: 6) 

The translation of written texts usually takes place in different  

situations. The ST and TT recipients are normally separated in time and space. 

Written texts can exist outside their original situation and can therefore be applied to 

new situations – a procedure which may change their functions altogether. One such 

new situation is translation. (Nord 1991: 6) Translators need to take into consideration 

the factors and constituents of the original text if they want to find out how the ST can 

be appropriately rendered into the TT. 

  Nord believes that the initiator is a person who starts the process of 

intercultural communication because he wants a particular communicative instrument, 

namely the target text. (Nord 1991: 8) The translation process must be conducted in 

accordance with the purpose or ‘skopos’ of the TT. In Nord’s view, the translator is 

not the sender of the ST message but a text producer in the target culture who adopts 

somebody else’s intention in order to produce a communicative instrument for the 

target culture, or a target-culture document of a source-culture communication. (Nord 

1991: 13)  

  Communicative function is not only the fundamental constitutive 

feature of texts but it also determines the strategies of text production. The translator 

must check each ST element as to whether it can fulfill the intended TT function as it 

stands or whether it has to be adapted, since the structural properties of any target text 

have to be adjusted to the function it is intended to have for the target-culture 

recipient. (Nord 1991: 17) 
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  A translation is normally expected to render ‘faithfully’ all the relevant 

features of the source text even though it is very difficult to do so. Source text 

analysis is supposed to provide the only legitimate foundation for the determination of 

equivalence. The characteristics of the source text situation, which have been gained 

from ST analysis, along with the particular requirements of the prospective target 

situation, can create an equivalent target text. 

  Translation is not a linear, progressive process leading from a starting 

point (ST) to a target point (TT) but a circular, basically recursive process comprising 

an indefinite number of feedback loops in which it is possible and advisable to return 

to earlier stages of the analysis. (Nord 1991: 30)   The first step in the looping 

translation model is the analysis of the TT skopos. The second step is the analysis of 

the source text, which is divided into two parts. In the first part, the translator only 

needs to get a general idea on whether the material provided by the ST is compatible 

with the requirements stated in the translating instructions. In the second part, he/she 

has to proceed to a detailed and comprehensive analysis of all ranks of the text, 

focusing his/her attention on those text elements that according to the TT skopos are 

of particular importance for the production of the TT. After finishing the ST analysis, 

the translator is able to pinpoint the translation-relevant ST elements, which are then, 

where necessary, adapted to the TT skopos and matched with the corresponding TT 

elements.  The final structuring of the TT is the last step, which closes the circle. 

(Nord 1991: 33)  Nord’s translation process can be illustrated as follows: 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

The translation process (in the narrower sense) is closely linked to the  

person of the translator, who is the central figure in the process of intercultural 

communication. It starts, after the initiator has fixed the TT skopos (target situation 

and TT function), in the top right hand corner with the analysis of TT scope and 

proceeds in an anti clockwise direction until the production of a TT which fits into the 

(prospective) target situation. (Nord 1991: 34) 

  Nord provides us the ways to analyze extratextual or external factors 

and intratextual or internal factors. The interplay between extratextual and intratextual 

factors can be conveniently expressed in the following set of ‘WH-questions,’ based 

on the so-called New Rhetoric formula. 

 

Analysis of TT skopos 

TC Situation 

Target Text 

TT Synthesis 
Transfer 

Translation-

Relevant ST-

Elements 

SC Situation 

Source Text 

ST Analysis 
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   Who transmits 

   to whom 

   what for 

   by which medium 

   where 

   when  

   why 

   (a text) with what function? 

 

   On what subject matter does he say 

   what (what not) 

   in what order 

   using which non-verbal elements 

   in which words 

   in what kind of sentences 

   in which tone 

   to what effect? 

 

  Extratextual factors are analysed by enquiring about the author or 

sender of the text (who?), the sender’s intention (what for?), the recipient the text is 

directed at (to whom?), the medium or channel the text is communicated by (by which 

medium?), the place (where?) and time (when?) of text production and text reception, 

and the motive (why?) for communication.  The sum total of information obtained 

about these seven extratextual factors may provide an answer to the last question, 

which concerns the function the text can achieve (with what function?). 

  Intratextual factors are analysed by enquiring about the subject matter 

the text deals with (on what subject matter), the information or content presented in 

the text (what?), the knowledge presuppositions made by the author (what not?), the 

composition or construction of the text (in what order?), the non-linguistic or 

paralinguistic elements accompanying the text (using which non-verbal elements), the 

lexical characteristics (in which words?) and syntactic structures (in what kind of 

sentences) found in the text, and the suprasegmental features of intonation and 

prosody (in which tone?). (Nord 1991: 36-37) 

  ii) Theory Review  

  For the translation of the novel ‘Sin Khon,’ discourse analysis must 

also be adopted. The theory helps the translator save time in analyzing only ST and 

TT elements relevant to the translation. It also helps the translator understand the ST 

better, and realize the purpose of the TT. The adaptation of discourse analysis theory 

will be further explained in chapter III: Source Text Analysis. 

 

b)  General Translation Theories: 

 

        i) Skopos Theory of Reis & Vermeer 

  In Vermeer’s ‘skopos theory’ the skopos of a translation is determined 

by the function which the target text is intended to fulfill. The skopos theory is part of 

a ‘general theory of translation’ which was first presented by Vermeer in 1978 and 

hinges on the so-called ‘skopos rule’ with its sociological sub-rule. (Nord 1991:24) 

Vermeer & Reis’ six theoretical rules of translation are as follows: (����  2002: 11) 

i) A translation must take the objective or skopos as its priority. 
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ii) A TT reflects only an aspect of an ST. The presented information occurs in the 

ST culture and is written in a source text language. 

iii) A TT is an imitation of the ST information. 

iv) A TT must have intertextual coherence. 

v) A TT must be coherent with the ST. 

vi) The rules above stand in a hierarchical order. 

In this theory, the starting point for a translation is a text. According to 

Vermeer, a ‘text’ is part of a ‘world continuum’ written in the source language, which 

has to be translated into a target language in such a way that it becomes part of a  

world continuum which can be interpreted by the recipient as ‘coherent with his  

situation.’(Vermeer 1978/ 1983: 57) The relationship between source text and target  

text can be described using the term ‘coherence’ (intertextual coherence = fidelity)  

The demand for fidelity, however, is still subordinate to the skopos rule, for, if the  

skopos demands achange of function, the required standard will no longer be  

intertextual coherence with the source text, but adequacy or appropriateness with  

regard to the skopos (Reiss & Vermeer 1984: 139)   

  According to Reis, each communication occurs in a different  

communicative situation, which has been influenced by social and culture factors.  

Translation, thus, cannot be regarded as only language transcoding but also as cultural  

transfer. (����  2002: 19) Reis’ translation process is illustrated in the following chart. 

 

 

  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

ii) Interpretive Theory of Jean Delisle 

  The interpretive theory was formulated by the research group at the  

Ecole Supérieure d’Interprètes et de Traducteurs (Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris III). They  

Text Sender 

Text Producer 

(Translator) 

Sender1     Info1     ST         Recipient1 

                              Text type 

                                 

 

          Communicative Situation 1 

              ST's Cultural Context 

Sender 2     Info2     TT     Recipient2 

                               Text Type 

 

 

        Communicative Situation 2 

             TT's Cultural Context 
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demonstrate that a true history of translation must be co-extensive with a general 

theory of discourse and therefore cannot be a simple extension of a purely linguistic  

theory describing language as a system. As opposed to the linguistic theories of  

translation, the Paris School offers an approach based on the analysis of the meaning  

of discourse. (Delisle 1988: 33) 

The interpretive theory was later developed by Jean Delisle. He is a  

professor of translation, who has made a significant contribution to the theory of 

human translation. For him, although knowledge of languages and their workings is 

essential to the translator in understanding the original text and rendering it 

intelligibly, it is not in itself sufficient to explain the translation process. That process 

actually involves innumerable cognitive complements and the linguistic significations 

in the translator’s mind. 

  According to Jean Delisle, there are three stages in the development of  

a translation equivalence:  comprehension,  reformulation,  and  verification.   Each  

stage can  be  divided  into  subsidiary  operations.     Comprehension is based on  

decoding linguistic  signs  and  grasping  meaning.      Reformulation is a matter  of   

reasoning by analogy and re-wording concepts. Verification involves back- 

interpreting and choosing a solution. (Delisle 1988: 53) 

  Comprehension takes place on two different levels: the level at which  

signifieds are grasped,  and the level at which meaning is grasped.  Every word in an  

utterance refers both to the language system from which it draws its signification, and  

to the set of non-linguistic parameters that give it meaning. (Delisle 1988: 54)  

Comprehending signification and comprehending meaning should  

be  treated  as distinct and successive operations,   even though they are in fact  

concurrent and overlapping. Understanding signifieds, whatever their referents, is a 

decoding operation performed at the level of the linguistic system. (Delisle 1988: 54) 

The translator cannot just perform the lexical and grammatical analysis and then 

mechanically replace each signifier in the original statement by a signifier from 

another language intuitively selected as an equivalent.    Such transcoding might  

produce a formulation that is grammatically correct, but semantically inappropriate.  

Even more importantly, because of the arbitrary nature of the choice of words, based  

solely on linguistics,   the translator can never be sure that the string of transcoded  

words accurately conveys the meaning of the original. In  other words, transcoding is  

only matching similar words, while translation is communicating an equivalent  

message. The comprehension of signifieds is an operation involving only the  

linguistic code, and therefore, however essential it may be, it will not by itself enable  

the translator to understand an utterance. (Delisle 1988: 55) 

  The second step in the analysis is to define the conceptual content of  

an utterance more precisely by drawing on the referential context in which the  

utterance is embedded. The purpose of this operation is to discover, based on the  

significations of linguistic signs in the code, what the signs mean as parts of a  

message. Translation is the re-expression,  not of signs,  but of concepts  or ideas.     

Interpretive analysis is necessary because languages do not have separate and distinct  

signs for each concrete or abstract element of human experience. Words and  

sentences are always open  to  interpretation  according  to  the  situational parameters   

that  define  the communicative situation. By drawing language out of itself, discourse  

fashions a bridge between language and reality. (Delisle 1988: 56-57) 

  Re-expression, which is the next step after comprehension, is the act of  

re-verbalizing concepts using the signifiers of another language. In reformulating  

ideas, the  translator  continually  shuttles  between  the  de-verbalized  meaning   
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seeking expression and the linguistic forms through which it can be verbalized. This  

back and forth motion finally ceases when a satisfactory match is made. (Delisle  

1988: 60-61) 

  To discover the meaning of an utterance within a communication  

situation and re-express it in another language, the translator reasons by analogy,  

probing the expressive resources of the target language through a series of  

associations and deductions, or inferences. (Delisle 1988: 61) Aspiring translators  

should therefore possess imagination and a sensitivity to parallels and connections  

between concepts in order to transfer the concepts contained in a text into another 

text. (Delisle 1988: 63) 

  While this particular chain of analogies is probable, it is only  

conjecture. One thing, however, is certain – once the meaning has been grasped, it is  

reformulated by means of ideas, and not of words. Consciously and subconsciously,  

the translator gropes for a suitable formulation. Information is summoned or evoked  

from the memory.  Each time the translator, in the course of this exploration, rejects a  

possible solution as unsatisfactory, he is passing judgement on the appropriateness of  

its form and content. In fact, the translator’s reasoning is creative; he is engaging in  

the cognitive process by which general knowledge, or all the linguistic and  

encyclopedic information stored in the brain, is brought into play. (Delisle 1988: 65) 

  The purpose of verification, the third and final stage of the cognitive  

process of translation, is to confirm the accuracy of the solution. This is done by  

checking that the proposed equivalent perfectly renders the full meaning of the 

original utterance. (Delisle 1988: 66)  The verification is, in fact, a second 

interpretation. The first interpretation takes place after the concepts have been  

understood and before they are re-expressed; its purpose is to identify the ideas in the 

message. The second interpretation takes place after re-expression and  before 

selection of the final version; its purpose is to determine whether the signifiers of the  

tentative solution accurately convey the ideas of the message. This quality check on  

the translation is also a reasoning process. Translating thus entails two interpretations 

the first based on the signs of the source text, and the second based on the signs of  

the target language once the tentative solution or possible equivalents have been 

proposed. (Delisle 1988: 67) According to the interpretive approach, the translation 

process can be described in a diagram shown on the next page 

:  
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Verifica- 

tion 

Second 

Interpre- 

tation 

Target Text 
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In addition to the process of translation, Delisle also focuses on four  

levels of language manipulation as follows: 

1. observing conventions of form 

2. performing interpretive analysis 

    a) transfer of monosemous terms 

    b) retrieval of standard equivalents from the linguistic system 

    c) re-creation in context 

3. interpreting style 

4. preserving textual organicity 

  The first level ‘observing conventions of form’ does not require  

interpretation. It ‘ is that of standard writing practices, which encompass all the  

formal rules of presentation that differ from one language to another.’  (Delisle 1988:  

84) In other words, this level concerns grammar. However, this level of language  

manipulation should not be too heavily emphasized, because the real difficulties in  

translation lie elsewhere. 

  The second level  ‘performing interpretive analysis’ occurs when the  

translator attempts to grasp the meaning of the source text. Sometimes even though 

the usual significations of the words are known, the meaning cannot be easily grasped  

or re-verbalized in the target language. The interpretive analysis can be divided into  

three different degrees – transfer of monosemous terms, retrieval of standard  

equivalents from the linguistic system, and re-creation in context. 

  Proper names, numbers, and most scientific terms fall into the ‘transfer  

of monosemous terms’ category. These elements can be understood and re-expressed  

without interpretation. The translator can transpose these words directly to the target  

text without referring to the context or the situation. 

  In the ‘retrieval of standard equivalents from the linguistic system’  

category, the translator identifies the relevant signification of the word in context, and  

searches for the equivalent in the target text. Equivalences of this type are fixed, and 

many of them appear in bilingual dictionaries.   

  The third category is ‘recreation in context. ’The major problem of  

translation is to translate some words, whose meaning is related to the context, and  

cannot be found in the dictionary. Translators are often ‘faced not with an  

untranslatable expression, but with a combination of words that has an unusual,  

original meaning and therefore demands extra effort in its analysis.’(Delisle 1988: 90)  

In order to infer the words’ semantic and logical relationships with the other terms  

and to invest them with the appropriate meaning, the translator must step back and  

detach himself from the purely linguistic signification of the terms. (Delisle 1988: 91)  

These words must be analyzed in the light of the text as a whole. 

  Level three ‘interpreting style’ is much more complicated than the first  

two levels. Delisle suggested that ‘content and form, like the two sides of a  

coin, cannot be separated; they both contribute to the overall meaning of a message  

and the cognitive and affective impact on the reader.’ (Delisle 1988: 96) In the broad 

sense, style is related to four elements involved in any text – the author, the subject,  

the vector (genre of text, type of language used), and the intended audience. Also,  

style is a subjective matter. Each translator always renders the style differently. Yet,  

the good translator must put limits on his stylistic interpretation so that he does not  

distort the original text. 

  Finally, the fourth level ‘preserving textual organicity’ is about the  

coherence of the text. Delisle mentioned, ‘Textual organicity has to do with the links  

between sentences, the clarity of relationships between elements of information, and  
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the intent underlying the development of ideas or emotions.’ The translator should  

have good writing skills. Some unfamiliar or difficult terms can still be used, but the  

translator must make sure that the content is logically and clearly expressed. This can  

be achieved by ‘redistribution of elements of information’ when maintaining the same  

word order causes ambiguity; ‘concentration’ of signifieds; ‘implicitation’ when the  

meaning in the target text can be inferred; ‘explication’ to clarify any ambiguous  

sentences; and ‘use of transitions to link utterances.’ 

  iii) Theory Review 

  As metaphors are based not only on imagination and creativity but also 

on the culture of one society, it is essential for the translator to make a decision on the 

limit of cultural transfer. The translation choice is related to the purpose of the work. 

Literal translation is required if the translator would like to keep the literary beauty in 

the source text and pass on new cultural knowledge to readers. However, if he/she 

prefers the reader to receive both the semantic and aesthetic qualities of the text, some 

adaptation is needed. In other words, the objective of translation is similar to a 

compass, which gives direction to the whole work, and enables the translator to 

surmount other obstacles during the translation process. 

  The interpretive approach is also crucial to some parts of the source 

text demanding communicative translation. It helps the translator overlook the 

grammatical structure and be able to grasp the meaning in the source text, and re-

create the appropriate phrases or sentences for the target text. This will be further 

illustrated in Chapter IV: Translation Plan and Solutions to the Problems.   

 

c)  Literary Translation: 

 

         i) Theory of James S Holmes 

  James S Holmes is one of the great translation scholars. His excellence 

as a translator received official recognition both in the Netherlands, where he was 

awarded the highest distinction for literary translators – the Martinus Nijhoff Prize, 

and in the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium, where he received the Flemish 

Community’s first Triennial Prize for the translation of Dutch literature. 

  Holmes suggests two models of translation, which are the ‘Two-plane 

text-rank translation’ model and the ‘Two-map two-plane text-rank translation’ 

model. In the first one, he asserts that “the translation takes place on two planes – a 

serial plane, where one translates sentence by sentence, and a structural plane, on 

which one abstracts ‘a mental conception’ of the original text, then uses that mental 

conception as a kind of general criterion against which to test each sentence during 

the formulation of the new translated texts” (Holmes 1988: 82-83)  

  However, he still doubts whether mental conception is sufficient to 

model the actual translation process adequately. The first model is, thus, developed to 

the ‘Two-map two-plane text-rank translation.’ He has introduced three sets of rules 

by which specific phases of the translation process seem to be carried out. The first is 

derivation rules, which determine the way in which the translator abstracts his map of 

the source text from the text itself. Then, the correspondence rules or equivalence 

rules, determine the way in which he/she develops his target-text map from his/her 

source text-map. Finally, the projection rules determine the way in which he/she 

makes use of his/her map of the prospective target text in order to formulate the text. 

(Holmes 1988: 84) The translator must share the first rules with all literary readers, 

and the third rules with every writer, while the second rules are uniquely a 

translational operation. 
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  Furthermore, Holmes suggests that the translator often faces some 

dilemmas. He/She is usually forced to choose between form and function. Holmes 

calls a feature which corresponds in form, but not in function a ‘homologue,’ and a 

feature corresponding in function but not in form an ‘analogue.’  These are obviously 

momentous choices which the translator needs to select. According to Holmes, the 

translator’s decision will be determined by the correspondence rules, which he/she has 

consciously or unconsciously established on the basis of his/her knowledge of 

languages, literatures, and cultures. (Holmes 1988: 85)  

  Holmes adds that the translator, whether or not he is conscious of it, 

establishes a hierarchy of correspondences. Nonetheless, the literary text is a complex 

entity so the establishment of a hierarchy of correspondence priorities is not a big 

issue. It is possible to have various renditions of one piece of text, and none of them is 

completely ‘right’ or ‘wrong.’ 

   

ii) Theory of Clifford E Landers 

According to Landers, literary translation is different from all other  

branches of translation. In literary translation, how one says something can be as 

important, sometimes more important, than what one says. He says, “Style can make a 

difference between a lively, highly readable translation and a stilted, rigid and 

artificial rendering that strips the original of its artistic and aesthetic essence, even its 

very soul.” (Landers 2001: 7) 

  He proposes eight stages of translation as follows: 

1. Read the entire work at least twice. He affirms that no translation can succeed 

without a thorough grounding in the source text.  

2. Determine the authorial voice. This will affect virtually every choice in the 

thousands of words to be translated. Note any shifts in tone from one part of the text 

to another. 

3. Do the first draft, marking troublesome areas in square brackets for further 

attention. At this stage there is relatively less emphasis on smoothness and fluency 

and more on capturing the semantic gist of the text. 

4. Consult with an educated native speaker to clarify any points that are still vague.  

5. Revise the manuscript, with emphasis on phraseology, fluency, and naturalness. At 

this stage it should come as close as possible to reading as if it had been written 

originally in English. 

6. Have a highly literate native speaker of English, preferably one with no knowledge 

of the source language, go over the manuscript and indicate any rough spots.  

7. Go over the manuscript line by line with a native speaker of the source language 

who is also fluent in English. Read it aloud while the other person follows in the 

source language text. This catches mistranslations as well as inadvertent omissions. If 

no such listener is available, read the text aloud to yourself. 

8. Make the final changes, run it through a spell-check, and let it rest for a few days. 

Then give it one last reading (typos may have been introduced in the revision phase) 

and send it off. 

  Landers also warns the translator to determine what the translation 

unit, such as the word, the sentence, or the paragraph, is to be when starting a 

translation project. Whatever strategy is adopted, it must be flexible enough to adapt 

to changing conditions in the text. Many inexperienced translators try to squeeze 

every last kernel of the meaning from the source text, which often results in an odd-

sounding target text version. Landers, thus, recommends thought-by-thought method, 

which can yield more fluent or transparent translations. The translator may ask 
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himself how would the speaker have said this if he or she were saying it in English. 

This is especially important in translating profanity and other highly emotional 

discourse. (Landers 2001:  55) 

  Another issue that Landers emphasizes is the importance of cultural 

familiarity and the ways of overcoming the lack of it since translators must always 

deal with cultures. He suggests ways to minimize cultural ignorance to become better 

translators as follows: 

1. The first and most desirable method is to live in the source language culture for as 

long as possible.  

2. Next best is to read as much as possible from the source language culture – not only 

the material to be translated, which normally meets high literary standards, but 

newspapers, magazines, films, or dramas. 

3. Consult native speakers of the source language when doubts emerge. 

  iii) Theory Review 

  The theory of James S Holmes emphasizes that translation is definitely 

not decoding. It is necessary to analyze the source text to get the meaning, and seek 

equivalences in the target language. Also, it is impossible to keep both form and 

function of the source text when translating into the target language. The translator 

has to make his own decision on this matter.  

  The theory of Clifford E Landers stresses the importance of discourse 

analysis and cultural familiarity. The translator follows Landers’ advice by doing 

source text analysis in the following chapter, asking for suggestions from native 

speakers when having any doubts, and striving to enhance the cultural knowledge. 

 

 d) Translation into the second language  

 

  i) Theory of Stuart Campbell 

  Campbell believes that translating into a second language is different 

from translating into one’s first language, and we do need a model of translation 

competence for second language translator education. In translating from a second 

language, the main difficulty is in comprehending the source text; it is presumably 

much easier to marshal one’s first language resources to come up with a natural 

looking target text. In translating into a second language, comprehension of the source 

text is the easier aspect; the real difficulty is in producing a target text in a language in 

which composition does not come naturally. (Campbell 1998: 57) 

  Part of learning to translate into a second language is learning to write 

in a stylistically authentic way. Sometimes, this is easier said than done as the 

translator is forced to write what the source text writer creates, which he himself 

cannot express properly. Another challenge of translators is to “get the mechanics of 

the target language grammar more or less at the sentence level, and to deploy the 

target level grammar for a particular text type in a way that mimics the performance 

of a native writer.” (Campbell 1998: 57) Many translators have no problem translating 

the formal text, but cannot properly express the informal language in the source text.  

  Word choice and lexical transfers are also major issues in translation 

into the second language. Some translators decide to omit some difficult words, which 

they cannot translate. This is called ‘capitulating.’ Meanwhile, some persist but 

sometimes produce inappropriate equivalents. This is called ‘persistent.’ Campbell 

further suggests that some translators are ‘prudent’, taking the safe path by choosing 

words resembling  those in the original text. Some are ‘risk-taking.’ They realize the 

unmarked equivalent for some words, and are willing to take a risk with unusual 
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equivalents. Good translators should be risk-takers who are prepared to sacrifice the 

source language structure for a more satisfying target language version. 

  ii) Theory Review 

  The translator will pay special attention to the choice of words, and the 

naturalness of the English language, as, according to Campbell, they are major 

obstacles for the translator when translating into the second-language. 

 

 e) Metaphor: 

 

         i) Theory of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson 

  In Lakoff and Johnson’s views, metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, 

not just in language but in thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in 

terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature. For 

example, the concept ‘Argument’ and the conceptual metaphor ‘Argument is war’ are 

reflected in our everyday language by a wide variety of expressions:  

   Your claims are indefensible. 

   He attacked every weak point in my argument. 

   His criticisms were right on target. 

   I demolished his argument. 

   I’ve never won an argument with him. 

   You disagree? Okay, shoot! 

   If you use that strategy, he’ll wipe you out. 

   He shot down all of my arguments. 

  It is in this sense that the ‘argument is war’ metaphor is one that we 

live by in both Thai and Western cultures; it structures the actions we perform in 

arguing. In some cultures, arguments may not be viewed in terms of war, but dance. 

Participants may be seen as performers and the goal is to perform in a balanced and 

aesthetically pleasing way. (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 4)  

  The systematicity that allows us to comprehend one aspect of a 

concept in terms of another, such as comprehending an aspect of arguing in terms of 

battle, will necessarily hide other aspects of the concept. For example, in the midst of 

a heated argument, when we are intent on attacking our opponent’s position and 

defending our own, we may lose sight of the cooperative aspects of arguing.  

  According to Lakoff and Johnson, metaphors can be divided into three 

categories: structural metaphor, orientational metaphor, and  ontological metaphor. 

The structural metaphor appears when the concept is partially structured by a 

metaphor as in the ‘Argument is war’ example. The orientational metaphors have to 

do with spatial orientation; up-down, in-out, front-back, on-off, deep-shallow, and 

central-peripheral. (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 14) Orientational metaphors give a 

concept a spatial orientation; for example, ‘Happy is up.’ The fact that the concept 

“happy” is oriented “up” leads to English expressions like ‘I’m feeling up today.’ 

Such metaphorical orientations have a basis in our physical and cultural experience, 

and can vary from culture to culture. For example, in some cultures the future is in 

front of us, whereas in others it is in back.  

  The last category is ontological metaphors. Understanding our 

experiences in terms of objects and substances allows us to pick out parts of our 

experience and treat them as discrete entities or substances of a uniform kind. (Lakoff 

and Johnson 1980: 25) Once we can identify our experience as entities or substances, 

we can refer to them, categorize them, group them, and quantify them, and by this 
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means, reason about them. For example, the ontological metaphor ‘The mind is an 

entity’ can be elaborated in our culture as follows: 

   The mind is a machine. 

   We’re still trying to grind out the solution to this equation. 

   My mind just isn’t operating today. 

   I’m a little rusty today. 

   The mind is a brittle object. 

   Her ego is very fragile. 

   He broke under cross-examination. 

   I’m going to pieces. 

  These metaphors specify different kinds of objects. They give us 

different metaphorical models for what the mind is and thereby allow us to focus on 

different aspects of mental experience. Perhaps the most obvious ontological 

metaphors are those where the physical object is further specified as being a person. 

This allows us to comprehend a wide variety of experiences with nonhuman entities 

in terms of human motivations, characteristics, and activities. For example, Life has 

cheated me, Inflation is eating up our profits, Cancer finally caught up with him. 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 33) However, metonymy is not included in metaphor. 

Metonymy and metaphor are different kinds of processes. Metonymy is using one 

entity to refer to another that is related to it.  Its primary function is referring. 

Metaphor is principally a way of conceiving of one thing in terms of another, and its 

primary function is understanding. 

  From the linguistic point of view of Lakoff and Johnson, we can 

conclude that metaphor is not only a figure of speech or a matter of language, it exists 

in our conceptual thinking, everyday expressions, and actions. 

 

  ii) Theory of Andrew Goatly 

  Goatly believes that metaphor and the mental process it entails are 

basic to language and cognition. The metaphors we use structure our thinking, hiding 

some features of the phenomena we apply them to, and highlighting others. He 

defines metaphor as follows: 

    

 

Metaphor occurs when a unit of discourse is used  

to refer unconventionally to an object, process or concept, 

                        or colligates in an unconventional way. And when this  

                        unconventional act of reference or colligation is understood on 

                        the basis of similarity, matching or analogy involving the  

                        conventional referent or colligates of the unit and  

                        the actual unconventional referent or colligates. 

        (Goatly 1997: 8) 

  Goatly uses the Vehicle to represent the conventional referent of the 

unit. The Topic is used to refer to the actual unconventional referent, and the Grounds 

are the similarities  and/or analogies involved. For instance, The past is a foreign 

country; they do things differently there. The concept ‘foreign country’ is the Vehicle, 

the concept ‘the past’ is the Topic and the similarity, the Grounds, is the fact that in 

both foreign countries and in the past ‘things are done differently.’ 

According to Goatly, metaphors can be classified into five groups –  

Dead, Buried, Sleeping, Tired, and Active metaphors. For Dead metaphors, the 

original Vehicle of the metaphor has passed out of our experience. We can no longer 
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see the connection between the Vehicle and the Topic. Their Topics and Grounds are 

inaccessible. For example, ‘Red Herring’ once referred to a highly spiced fish that 

escaped convicts would scatter to put the chasing bloodhounds off the scent. ‘Red 

Herring’ also means distraction. But nowadays, its original literal use has already 

disappeared. 

 Secondly, some metaphors are labeled Buried because their 

metaphorical meaning relation is hidden by a change of form. For example, clew once 

meant ‘a ball of thread’, clue nowadays means ‘piece of evidence.’ Most people 

cannot know that they are metaphors unless they know the story of Theseus and the 

Minotaur, in which Ariadne gave Theseus a ball of thread so that he could escape 

from the labyrinth.  

  Some metaphors are dubbed Sleeping metaphors even though they 

have no historical etymological connection. It demonstrates that language users are 

capable of making metaphorical connections. For example, ‘leaf’ means either 

‘foliage’ or ‘page of a book,’ as the Ground of comparison involving shape is salient. 

  The fourth kind of metaphor ‘Tired’ is similar to the previous one. 

Thus, both of them can sometimes be put into the same category called ‘Inactive.’ Its 

difference is probably that the Tired metaphors can evoke reference to the original 

metaphor better than the Sleeping ones. Sometimes the Tired metaphors evoke a 

double reference and the perception of similarities or analogies involving the two 

referents. (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 33)  For instance, the word ‘cut’ means 

‘incision’, and ‘budget reduction.’ 

  The last one ‘Active’ metaphors are especially context-dependent for 

the Grounds they generate; above all they are dependent on the interaction of the 

Vehicle and the particular Topic being referred to, and their Grounds will 

consequently be variable according to this context. Metaphors of this type are often 

found in literary works.  

The distinctions of each type of metaphors are shown in the table 

below: 

 

 Dead Inactive Active 

Topic Is referred to 

through a fixed 

meaning of the 

former V-term 

Is referred to 

directly through a 

second 

conventional and 

fixed meaning of 

the V-term 

Is referred to 

indirectly via the 

Vehicle; has no 

fixed meaning or 

predictability 

Vehicle If still available 

wired in parallel 

with the Topic; 

difficult to evoke 

Available, but will 

be wired in parallel 

under normal 

processing; capable 

of being evoked. 

More available and 

more strongly 

evoked than the 

Topic, because 

wired in series with 

the Topic. 

Grounds Only in exceptional 

circumstances can 

they be recreated 

May be perceived 

in the right 

circumstances; 

incorporated in the 

Topic concept, so 

predictable 

Will be perceived 

or created, and 

highly 

unpredictable 

because context-

dependent 

Lexicon Regarded as Regarded as No lexical 
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homonyms polysemes relationship 

Examples Pupil referring to a 

student 

Crane referring to 

lifting machine 

‘His tractor of 

blood stopped 

thumping / He held 

five icicles in each 

hand.’ 

(Charles Causley, 

in Larkin 1973: 

495) 

 

  iii) Theory Review 

  The metaphor theory of Lakoff and Johnson expands the translator’s  

knowledge of metaphors, in that metaphors from a linguistic perspective also involve 

e personification, simile, and everyday expressions. In addition, the translator must be 

careful when translating metaphors as they are closely related to culture. The 

metaphor categorization of Goatly will be used as a basis for the study of metaphor 

translation in this project. His criteria will be adopted to sort out metaphors in the 

novel, and seek solutions to translation problems.  
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3) Source Text Analysis 

 
 a) Discourse Analysis 

  Communicative function is the decisive criterion for textuality. Most 

texts have some defects, such as lack of coherence, ambiguity, or misspelling. The 

translator must use his competence of text reception to comprehend and overcome 

those defects. To fully understand the source text and render it into the target text with 

the fewest mistakes, discourse analysis is required. Literary works, including Sin 

Khon, cannot be translated without doing discourse analysis, or text analysis as it is 

called by Christiane Nord. According to Nord’s text analysis in translation, there are 

two major steps – extratexual factor analysis and intratextual factor analysis. 

 

  i) Extratextual Factor Analysis 

  Since the situation normally precedes textual communication and 

determines the use of intratextual procedures, it seems natural to start with the 

analysis of the external factors. However, the steps of extratextual and intratextual 

analysis are intertwined. The text itself may yield some information, which is not 

evident in the situation. ‘Situation’ here refers to the real situation in which the text 

functions as a means of communication, and not any imaginary setting of a story 

(Nord, 1991: 40)  

Extratextual analysis can be carried out by answering eight WH-questions as follows: 

   

   Who transmits 

   To whom 

   What for 

   By which medium 

   Where 

   When 

   Why 

    a text 

   with what function? 

 

  1) Sender or Text Producer: The first step is to seek the sender or text 

producer of the source text. Most practical texts do not bear the text producer’s name; 

however, the sender of those texts can be identified implicitly. The sender is a person 

or an institution who uses the text in order to convey a certain message to somebody 

else, and/or to produce a certain effect, whereas the text producer writes the text 

according to the instructions of the sender, and complies with the rules and norms of 

text production valid in the respective language and culture. (Nord, 1991: 43) 

  In Sin Khon, the sender and text producer are the same person, namely 

Chalermsak Ngaem-Ngam. Despite being the deputy chief of Amphoe Phrapradaeng, 

his passion for great literary works has not waned. In an interview with Praphansarn 

Publishing House, he said that all of his works were about the Thai administrative 

system and aimed to improve the society. He believes that his civil service and 

writing jobs can help balance his life; the first one makes him more disciplined while 

the latter brings him more freedom. Chalermsak Ngaem-Ngam graduated from 

Ramkhamhaeng University with a Bachelor’s Degree in Political Science, and from 

Chiang Mai University with a Master’s Degree in Political Science. He started writing 

in high-school. His work was first published in ‘Siang Chonabot’ (Rural Sound) 

newspaper of Sukothai province. His novel ‘Aom Aok Phukhao’ (The Embrace of the 
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Hill) won an award at the National Book Week Fair 1984. His short story ‘Roen Lang 

Yai’ (Big House) won the Chor Karaket Award in 1993. His works are often inspired 

by the works of his favorite writers, including Por Intharapalit, Phanom Thien, Riem 

Eng, and Mae Anong. There is, thus, no doubt that Sin Khon is based on 

Chalermsak’s knowledge about Thai culture and traditions in rural areas and the life 

of civil servants. 

 

  2. Recipient  

  In almost all approaches to translation-relevant text analysis, the 

recipient is considered to be a very important, if not the most important element. 

Although the importance of the recipient is commonly acknowledged in translation 

theory, there is no other factor which is neglected so frequently in translation practice. 

According to Nord, since each target text is always addressed to recipients in a 

situation which is different from those to whom the source text is addressed, the 

adaptation of precisely these elements is of particular importance. Nord notes that 

every target text recipient will be different from the source text recipient in at least 

one respect; he/she is a member of another cultural and linguistic community. 

Therefore, a translation can never be addressed to ‘the same’ recipient as the original. 

A text producer needs to select the particular elements of the code he/she is going to 

use in the text and cut or omit any details which he/she presupposes to be known to 

the recipient, and sometimes stressing others. (Nord 1991: 51) 

  . Sin Khon was first published in the weekly newspaper ‘Siam Rath,’ 

before being printed as a novel.  The source text target audience of this story is Thai 

people who are interested in Thai ways of life, especially those of bureaucrats. Source 

text readers are expected to have a background of Thai culture, traditions, proverbs, 

and sayings. However, foreigners, the target text recipients, do not have this 

sociocultural background. Therefore, the target text needs some adjustments so that 

the target text readers can fully comprehend the story. In solving problems relating to 

the translation of metaphors, the translator will also place a high priority on the 

comprehension of target text recipients.  

 

  3. Medium/ Channel 

  Medium is the means or vehicle which conveys the text to the reader. 

Nord explains that the means of transmission affects not only the conditions of 

reception, but more particularly also those of production. It determines how the 

information should be presented in respect of level of explicitness, arrangement of 

arguments, choice of sentence types, features of cohesion, and use of non-verbal 

elements such as facial expressions and gestures. In written communication, it is the 

means of publication that is referred to as the ‘medium,’ such as newspaper, 

magazine, or book. 

  Sin Khon is classified as a novel or an expressive text. Katharina Reiss 

divides text type into four groups. First, the informative text aims at providing 

information. Secondly, the expressive text is creatively and artistically created. Third, 

the operative text is aimed to appeal to or persuade the reader to act in a certain way. 

Finally, the audiomedial text supplements the other three functions with visual 

images, music, etc. (����  2002: 114-115) As Sin Khon is an expressive text, the 

translator needs to render it into the target text keeping the beauty of the original as 

much as possible.   
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  4. Place of Communication 

  Reiss and Thiel believe it is superfluous to stress this aspect again. 

They, thus, combine the dimensions of time, space, and motive in one global 

dimension called ‘geographical, historical, and sociocultural background’ (Reiss) or 

‘implied (situative) presupposition’ (Thiel). Nonetheless, in Nord’s opinion, these 

factors can be of varying relevance to different texts or text types, and are worth 

dealing with separately in source text analysis. (Nord 1991: 60) The dimension of 

space refers not only to the place of text production, such as the actual situation of the 

sender and the text producer, but also, at least in connection with certain media, to the 

place of text reception. The place of text production may imply the variety used in the 

source text, and the place of text reception determines the variety the translator has to 

use in his/her translation.  

  Place plays an important role in Sin Khon. It is written by a Thai 

writer in Thailand for Thai readers. The story also takes place in a Thai rural area. As 

Western and Eastern cultures are quite different, it is not an easy task to transfer all 

the Thai culture and traditions in the source text to the target text. Once again, some 

adjustments are needed. 

 

  5. Time of Communication 

  Nord points out that every language is subject to constant change in its 

use and its norms. So the time of text production is, first and foremost, an important 

pre-signal for the historical state of linguistic development the text presents. This 

applies not only to the language use of the sender, but also to the recipient’s 

comprehension of the text. In addition to the linguistic aspects, the dimension of time 

can throw some light on the communicative background of the sender and the 

recipient he addresses, and thus provide a clue to understanding the sender’s intention. 

(Nord 1991: 64) 

  Sin Khon was first published in ‘Siam Rath’ newspaper in 2000. Since 

the story is quite contemporary, everyday language is used to recount the story. The 

target-text reader will not have to cope with the difference of dimension of time, 

which often exists in classical texts. The story itself is also set in Northern Thailand 

around  two decades ago. Two decades may appear to be a long time for some people. 

However, when this period of time is compared with a hundred-year-old novel, it 

seems insignificant. 

 

  6. Motive for Communication 

  There are motives or classes of motives which are conventionally 

linked with certain text types or media. For example, after the death of an important 

person, there will be an obituary in the paper. Nord classifies such singular, recurring, 

or standard occasions as ‘motive types.’ The motive can also provide certain clues to 

other situational factors, such as a sender, an intention, or a recipient. Nord suggests 

that the translator should pay attention to the dimension of motive as it has an impact 

on  translating decisions. The motive for source text production and the motive for 

target text production must be compared and contrasted.  

  In the preface of Sin Khon, the writer mentions that he wants to create 

a story which can reflect bureaucratic life in a rural area of Thailand; how it is being 

disturbed by Capitalism and changed through time. He also wants to explore the soul 

of human beings. He, however, announces from the beginning that this story should 

not be regarded as a Dhamma or didactic novel. This means that his motive is not to 

preach or lecture readers, but to awake people’s mind. 
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  7. Text Function 

  Text function means the communicative function, or the combination 

of communicative functions, which a text fulfills in its concrete situation of 

production/ reception. It is derived from the specific configuration of extratextual 

factors (sender/ sender’s role, intention, recipient/ recipient’s expectation, medium, 

place, time, and motive.) (Nord 1991: 70) Text function is not the same as text type. 

Nord says the notion of text function is related to the situational aspect of 

communication, whereas the notion of text type is related to the structural aspect of 

the text-in-function. Nord compares them to two sides of a coin; they cannot be 

separated, but they are not the same thing. 

  Sin Khon is similar to other literary works. The writer’s intention is 

not to describe reality, but to motivate personal insights on reality by describing an 

alternative fictional world. (Nord 1991: 71) From this point, we can see that the text 

function assists the translator to make a decision on the translation method. It 

emphasizes that the translator should look over the linguistic barrier and pay more 

attention to the function of the text, which is to create an equivalent effect in the target 

text. 

   

ii) Intratextual Factor Analysis 
The intratextual features are influenced to a large extent by situational  

factors, but can also be determined by text-type conventions or by the specific 

communicative intention of the sender, which affects his choice of the intratextual 

means of communication. (Nord 1991: 80-81) Intratextual factor analysis actually 

focuses on two main points – content and form. However, for better understanding, 

the intratextual factors can be found in the following set of ‘WH-questions.’ 

 

 On what subject matter does he say 

 What 

 What not 

 in what order 

 using which non-verbal elements 

 in which words 

 in what kind of sentences 

 in which tone 

 to what effect 

 

  According to Nord’s sender-oriented approach, there are eight 

intratextual factors -- subject matter, content, presuppositions, text compositions, non-

verbal elements, lexic, sentence structure, and suprasegmental features. All of them 

are related and interdependent, so the translator may deal with these factors in order, 

or change the analysis steps. 

 

  1. Subject Matter 

  According to Nord, an analysis of the subject matter is important for 

several reasons: 

  1.1  If one subject consistently dominates the text, this seems to prove 

that the text is coherent. 

  1.2 The subject matter may give an indication of possible 

presuppositions and their relevance for translation. 
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  1.3 The subject matter enables the translator to decide whether he /she 

possesses the expert knowledge required for the comprehension and the translation of 

the text, and what research has to be undertaken in advance. 

  1.4 The subject matter can yield important information as to the 

feasibility of the translation task. 

  1.5 The subject matter analysis can provide information about the 

function of the title or heading. 

  1.6 The elicitation of the subject matter occasionally yields some 

information about certain extratextual factors. 

  The subject matter or the central theme of Sin Khon is the lives of two 

corrupt Thai civil servants who try to justify their own actions. It is, thus, important 

for the translator to have some knowledge about Thai culture and traditions. After 

analyzing the subject matter of Sin Khon, the translator believes that the translation 

task is possible. 

 

  2. Content 

  To analyze the content both syntactically or semantically, Nord 

suggests paraphrasing. It permits the translator to identify presuppositions or defects 

in coherence, which frequently occur in texts. In a literary text, the story may contain 

a plot and a sub-plot, or be viewed from different points of view. The translator needs 

to be conscious of connotations. Nord explains that the connotative meaning can be 

analyzed in detail in connection with the stylistic values of lexic, sentence, structure, 

and suprasegmental features. 

  The story is divided into twelve chapters. A flashback strategy is used 

here; characters sometimes reminisce about their past. The story is also told through 

various points of view – the omniscient point of view and the first-person point of 

view. For the omniscient point of view, the author describes the whole story using 3
rd

 

person pronouns – he, she, it, or they, and informs the reader of everything about his 

characters’ actions, thoughts and feelings. For the first first-person point of view, the 

author tells the story through a fictional narrator, ‘I’. Through the narrator’s view, 

readers learn what happens in the story and its details. 

In the first chapter, Siriphan changes into a monitor lizard. Everybody  

tries to chase him out of the district office. He recalls being interrogated by the district 

chief officer about his earlier corruption. In chapter 2, Siriphan discusses how to get 

away with the allegation with his colleagues. In chapter 3, Tong-Aon, another 

protagonist, is introduced. She is run over by the monitor lizard or Siriphan. 

Everybody gives her suggestions how to get rid of bad luck. In chapter 4, Tong-Aon 

returns home. At night, she has a nightmare. In chapter 5, she recalls her conversation 

with Siriphan, who plans to retire soon. In chapter 6, Siriphan in the form of a monitor 

lizard comes back home to look for food. In chapter 7, Siriphan’s feelings about the 

bureaucratic life are shown. In chapter 8, Tong-Aon turns into a black dog when she 

wakes up in the morning. In chapter 9, Malai, a trainee at the district office, visits 

Tong-Aon to inform her that their corruption has been suspected. In chapter 10, the 

past of Siriphan is once again evoked. He and a village chief set fire to a bridge in 

order to get rid of the evidence of their corruption. In chapter 11, the story is back to 

the present. Everybody looks for Siriphan and wonders where he is. In chapter 12, a 

Buddhist ceremony is held at the district office to eradicate all bad luck. Siriphan as a 

monitor lizard, and Tong-Aon as a black dog, collaborate in burning the district office 

in order to destroy all evidence which may link them to corruption. 
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  3. Presuppositions 

  Presuppositions comprise all the information which the sender expects 

the recipient to have knowledge about. Since the sender wants his utterance to be 

understood, it seems logical that he will only presuppose information which he can 

expect the recipient to be able to ‘reconstruct.’ (Nord 1991: 96) Presuppositions may 

refer not only to the factors and conditions of the situation and to the realities of the 

source culture, but can also imply facts from the author’s biography, aesthetic 

theories, common text types, details of subject matter, motives, etc.  

  Nord describes that the translator has to take account of the fact that a 

piece of information that might be ‘trivial’ to the source text recipient because of his 

source-cultural background knowledge may be unknown to the target text recipient 

because of his target-culture background knowledge or vice versa. 

  Sin Khon is linked to the world of Thai culture, which may be 

unfamiliar to the foreign reader. Even though the theme and hidden meanings of the 

story are universal, some elements, such as omens, Buddhist rituals, and seniority 

culture are quite alien to many foreign readers. Daily expressions, proverbs, and 

metaphors, which are understandable to Thais, may make no sense to foreign readers 

if the text is literally translated. This is why the translator needs to make a careful 

decision on translation method to fill the cultural gap. 

 

  4. Text Composition 

  The text has an informational macrostructure, consisting of a number 

of microstructures. Macrostructure units are chapters and paragraphs, while 

microstructure units are sentences, phrases, or lexis. In Nord’s view, there are several 

reasons why both the macro and microstructure of the text are important aspects of a 

translation-oriented text analysis. 

  4.1 If a text is made up of different text segments with different 

situational conditions, the segments may require different translation strategies 

according to their different functions. 

  4.2 The special part that the beginning and end of a text play in its 

comprehension and interpretation means that these may have to be analyzed in detail 

in order to find out how they guide the reception process and influence the effect of 

the whole text. 

  4.3 The analysis of text composition can yield valuable information 

about the text type and sometimes the text function. 

  4.4  In very complex or incoherent texts, the analysis of informational  

 

microstructures may serve to identify the basic information or subject matter of the 

text. 

       (Nord 1991: 101) 

  Even though the novel is divided into twelve chapters, it has only one 

main function; that is to transmit the writer’s views on Thai bureaucracy and the 

complex emotions and desires of human beings. The story encourages the reader to 

look for the true meaning of ‘human beings’; what makes us different from animals, 

upon which we often look down. About the chronology of events, the story starts in 

the present time, and then alternates with a flashback to the cause of main characters’ 

actions. The reader will be able to see the causes and effects of protagonists’ deeds 

clearly. 
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5. Non-verbal element 

  Non-verbal elements comprise signs or non-linguistic codes, which are 

used to supplement, illustrate, disambiguate, or intensify the message of the text. In 

written communication, gestures of the face and the body cannot be used. What we 

find is suprasegmental features such as punctuation, dashes, bold type or pictures. 

Nord explains that “the analysis of non-verbal text elements usually yields some 

information about the aspects of text composition (e.g. paragraph markers), 

presuppositions (e.g. marks of omission), lexic (e.g. facial expressions which suggest 

an ironic meaning), and suprasegmental features (e.g. shortened lines in a poem.)” 

  Sin Khon follows the literary form. Bold and large letters are used for 

the title of each chapter. Quotation marks are employed for characters’ dialogue. The 

use of ellipsis ‘…’ is found throughout the whole story. It marks the rhythm of 

reading and gives the reader a break; a time to ponder. No illustrations exist in this 

novel. The target text format will be followed. 

 

  6. Lexic 

  The choice of lexic in a particular text is determined by both 

extratextual and intratextual factors. The characteristics of the lexical items used in a 

text often yield information not only about the extratextual factors, but also about 

other intratextual aspects. (Nord 1991: 112) The analysis of various lexical items will 

enable the translator to see the style of text, which greatly affects the translation 

choice. 

  The register of lexic in Sin Khon is informal and semi-formal. The 

narrative and description is written in a semi-formal style. The language is quite 

rhetorical and philosophical. Bearing this in mind, the translator must try to keep the 

stylistic features of the narrative part. The dialogue is written in an informal style, 

since all characters are middle-class to lower middle-class people. Profanity or rude 

words occur from time to time. The translator must keep in mind that he/she must 

maintain the colloquial style while translating dialogue. Metaphors (as a figure of 

speech) and proverbs are also prevalent in this story. Some of them can be literally 

translated if both source and target texts share the same metaphors or proverbs, or 

those used in the target text are uniquely created. If not, they should be adapted in 

order to render similar ideas to the target reader. 

 

  7. Sentence Structure 

  Sentence structure concerns the construction and complexity of 

sentences, the distribution of main clauses and subordinate clauses in the text, the 

length of the sentences, and the cohesive linking devices on the text surface. Nord 

says that the analysis of sentence structure yields information about the characteristics 

of the subject matter (e.g. simple VS complex), the text composition (order of 

informational details), and the suprasegmental features (stress, speed, tension), and 

some syntactic figures. 

  The novel uses three kinds of sentence structure -- short, compound, 

and complex. When translating, some long sentences in the target language need to be 

broken down. A sentence with serial verbs in the source text may also be broken into 

two or three sentences, or changed into a compound sentence so that the language in 

the target text will not sound strange or awkward. 
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  8. Suprasegmental features 

  The suprasegmental features of a text are all those features of text 

organization which overlap the boundaries of any lexical or syntactic segments, 

sentences, and paragraphs, framing the phonological ‘gestalt’ or specific ‘tone’ of the 

text. (Nord 1991: 120) In literary texts, rhythmicality, melody, alliterations, or rhyme 

are suprasegmental features which play an important role. The analysis of 

suprasegmental features often yields information about the content, the subject matter, 

presuppositions and composition. 

  There is the use of some literary devices such as assonance and 

alliteration within and between sentences in this novel. Different styles of language or 

register also exist. When Sirphan, one of the protagonists, talks to his boss, polite 

words are used to show his respect in accordance with Thai tradition. However, the 

register of his speech changes when he talks to his colleague or his wife. 

 

 b) Literary Analysis 

  According to Jonathan Culler, the theory of narrative or ‘narratology’ 

has been an active branch of literary theory, and literary study relies on theories of 

narrative structure; on notions of plot, of different kinds of narrators, and of narrative 

techniques. (Culler 1997: 79) The following points are basic elements for literary 

analysis: 

 

i) Plot 

Aristotle says that plot is the most basic feature of narrative, that good  

stories must have a beginning, middle, and end, and that they give pleasure because of 

the rhythm of their ordering. In other words, there must be an initial situation, a 

change involving some sort of reversal, and a resolution that marks the change as 

significant. (Culler, 1997: 80) 

 

1. Summary 

Siriphan has turned into a water monitor. Not realizing this, his  

colleagues drive him out of the district office in fear and disgust. He recalls the past, 

attempting to figure out why he has changed into an animal. When he is still a human 

being, he deceives people into giving him money in exchange for the exam paper for 

the assistant district officer post. He also conspires with the village chief to destroy 

the wooden bridge after the government suspects that there is corruption. Another 

protagonist, Tong-Aon, also surprisingly finds herself transformed into a black dog in 

one night. She is bribed to add the name of an alien worker to a census. In the end, 

both Siriphan and Tong-Aon sneak into the district office at night to burn it down. 

They do not hesitate to destroy all the evidence that may link them to their corruption 

in the hope of having a second chance to live their lives as human beings. 

 

  2. Story Development 

  2.1 Exposition: The story begins with a chaotic event; everybody is 

trying to drive a water monitor out of the district office. Then, it goes on to introduce 

the main characters by taking readers into their mind. 

  2.2 Rising Action: After being kicked out of the district office, 

Siriphan as a water monitor has nowhere to go.  Tong-Aon as a black dog has to avoid 

people. Both of them reminisce about their past. 

2.3 Climax: Both Siriphan and Tong-Aon meet at the district office   
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after the party is over. They decide to burn down the district office to ruin evidence 

that might link them to their corruption.  

  2.4 Falling Action: While everyone is in chaos, trying to extinguish the 

fire, Sirphan and Tong-Aon stare at the flames, hoping that they can finally become 

human beings. 

  2.5 Resolution: There is no clear cut resolution in this story. The action 

of the two main characters is not judged. Readers have to make their own judgment. 

 

  ii) Character 

  A fictional character is any person, persona, identity, or entity whose 

existence originates from a work of fiction. The process of creating and developing 

characters in a work of fiction is called characterization. (Fictional Character [n.d.]) 

 

  1. Type of Character 

  Edgar V Roberts and Henry E Jacobs divide characters into two types: 

1.1 Round Character 

According to Roberts and Jacobs, a round character ‘profits from  

experience and undergoes a change of some sort’ (Roberts and Jacobs, 1989: 145) 

A round character is usually a main character, and develops over the course of the 

story. Most of them are considered dynamic characters. In this story, Siriphan and 

Tong-Aon fall into this category. 

  1.2 Flat Character 

  Roberts and Jacobs explain that a flat character is ‘indistinguishable 

from other persons in a particular group or class.’ (Roberts and Jacobs, 1989: 145) 

Though the description of a flat character may be detailed, the character itself barely 

has detail and usually just follows one characteristic. Most characters in the novel 

except Siriphan and Tong-Aon can be put in this category as they do not show any 

development. Some of them, including the district chief officer and Siriphan’s wife, 

can be categorized as stock characters since their stereotypical traits and roles are 

found in other novels. 

 

2. Character Analysis 

2.1 The protagonists: Siriphan and Tong-Aon 

Siriphan and Tong-Aon can be deemed as the protagonists of this 

novel,  

even though they do not possess any heroic qualities or do noble deeds. The story 

centers on their lives. The reader can get inside Siriphan’s mind and see why he 

decides to become corrupt, what he feels when everything is exposed, and what he is 

going to do next.  Likewise, the reader can see the world through Tong-Aon’s eyes 

when she is still a human being and then when she turns into a dog. With their 

complex thoughts and actions, we can say that both of them are round characters. 

They go through a changing process, at least physically. 

  There is no antagonist in this story. It is a struggle between the bright 

and dark sides of human beings. 

2.2 The district chief officer 

The district chief officer is a flat character. We see only one side of his  

character; when he is on duty. In the story, he investigates whether Siriphan is 

involved in corruption or not. He is in charge of the district office, and decides to hold 

a Buddhist ritual to expel the misfortune brought by a monitor lizard.  

2.3 Siriphan’s wife 
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She is another flat character. She is portrayed as a nagging wife. She  

swears all the time when talking about her husband. She knows about his corruption 

and is not satisfied with the sudden disappearance of Siriphan. She reflects the life of 

typical lower middle class wives, which is found in many other Thai literary works. 

2.4 Tong-Aon’s mother 

She is a caring and understanding mother. Despite her old age, she  

takes pleasure in taking care of her sole daughter. She prepares breakfast for Tong-

Aon, and also tells her to make merit to get rid of bad luck. She is a flat character as 

she has no development throughout the story. 

2.5 Baan Kok village chief  

The village chief is also a flat character. We only know that he 

conspires  

with our protagonist, Siriphan, to burn the wooden bridge in order to destroy the 

evidence that might tie them to their corruption. The plan is actually proposed by the 

Baan Kok village chief. 

2.6 Malai 

She is only a trainee at the district chief office. She conspires with 

Tong-Aon to add the name of an illegal immigrant to the census. She represents an 

innocent girl who has to play along with her chief, and finally gets involved in the 

corruption. 

2.7 Amphol 

He is a young civil servant who is likely to have a bright future. He is  

an opposite of Siriphan, who fails to fulfill his dream. While the life of Amphol is full 

of hope and energy, Siriphan’s is withering away. 

2.8 Other characters: Siriphan and Tong-Aon’s colleagues 

Other characters are also flat characters. Siriphan and Tong-Aon’s  

colleagues are fair-weather friends. They are willing to have a drink with Siriphan, 

but are not dependable in times of trouble. They do not wake Siriphan up when 

finishing their drinks. All of them return to their homes, completely ignoring Siriphan. 

 

  iii) Theme 

  The theme of this story is that human beings are always trying to 

justify their misdeeds. Both Siriphan and Tong-Aon use their penniless lives as an 

excuse to justify their corruption. Also, it seems that one wrong action leads to 

another. They decide to burn down the district office, seeing it as a way to conceal 

their wrong. 

 

  iv) Motif 

  The author’s motif is his own bureaucratic life. His experiences are 

reflected in the story. The characteristics of people he knows are put into his 

character, making them more realistic and credible.  

  

  v) Foreshadowing 

  There is no clear foreshadowing in the story. The title makes readers 

wonder at first. Chapter one does not provide any clarification. Readers need to keep 

reading to find out what is going to happen next.   

 

  vi) Title 

  The concise and unique title ‘Sin Khon’ or ‘Inhuman’ can capture the 

reader’s attention. It arouses their curiosity, and makes them eager to read the whole 
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story. The author explains that the reader can find out in the first chapter the reasons 

why this novel is called ‘Sin Khon.’ However, in the end, the word ‘Sin Khon’ is once 

again emphasized when the protagonists move deeper down the evil path without any 

regret. 

   

vii) Tone 

  This is a satirical novel, which is aimed at attacking the covetousness 

of human beings and the materialistic society.  An ideal can be easily destroyed by 

greed and selfishness. 

 

  viii) Situational Context Analysis 

 

  1. Setting of Place 

  The story takes place in a rural area in the northern region of Thailand. 

There are not many scenes in this novel. The first scene is the district office, where 

Siriphan changes into a monitor lizard for no logical reason. Details of the district 

office are provided, such as the hall, the corridor, and the office of the district chief 

officer. The second scene is the official residence, where the two protagonists, 

Siriphan and Tong-Aon reside. The residence is old and decrepit, signaling the 

difficult lives of low-ranking civil servants. Another scene is the wooden bridge, 

which Siriphan and Baan Kok village chief burn down. The wooden bridge, which is 

extremely significant to people’s lives, is destroyed by the two selfish people. 

 

  2. Setting of Time 

  The whole story occurs in only two days. Yet, the reader is from time 

to time taken into the past of the two protagonists, Siriphan and Tong-Aon. The 

author mentions in the preface that this story portrays an event over the past two 

decades. However, we can see that the problems that occurred in those days can still 

be found  these days. The avarice of human beings exists in all ages. 

 

  viiii) Source Text Sociocultural Context Analysis 

 

  1. Geographical differences (Space and Time) 

  A specific setting of place in this story is not given; we only know that 

the story happens somewhere in northern Thailand. The difference in geography is not 

important here, as most readers are assumed to be able to imagine the setting and 

atmosphere of the provincial area. Nonetheless, the geographical difference is great 

when translating into English. Some explanation may be needed for the better 

understanding of foreign readers. 

   

2. Differences in Values and Beliefs 

  Many Thai values and beliefs which existed two decades ago persist 

these days. Thais have a strong belief in luck and fate.  Monitor lizards are a symbol 

of evil and bad luck. If anyone faces a monitor lizard, they will get bad luck and need 

to make merit at a temple to avoid misfortune. Buddhism is also related to villagers’ 

beliefs; people rely on monks when their spirits are down. The belief about good and 

bad deeds also exists. These Thai values and beliefs cause some troubles when 

translating into English. It may be difficult for foreign readers to completely 

understand the different values and beliefs mentioned above. Despite the differences 

in values and beliefs, the corruption seems to be undesirable to all societies. 
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Everybody still thinks that corrupt officials should be punished. Sin Khon gives a 

clear picture of the corruption in Thai society; where the morals and integrity of Thai 

politicians and officials are suspect.  
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4) Translation Plan, Problem Solving, and Explanations 
  

a) Translation Types 

  There are a great number of translation methods for the translator to 

choose from. Peter Newmark categorizes translation approaches into two groups, 

based on SL emphasis and TL emphasis: 

   

 SL emphasis             TL emphasis 

      Word-for-word translation           Adaptation 

            Literal Translation                                          Free Translation  

      Faithful Translation                        Idiomatic Translation 

          Semantic Translation    Communicative Translation 

       (Newmark 1988: 45) 

 

  According to Newmark, only semantic and communicative translation 

can fulfill the two main aims of translation, which are first, accuracy, and second, 

economy. (Newmark 1988: 47)  

Semantic translation focuses on the aesthetic value of the source  

language text, such as the beautiful and natural sound. Less important cultural words 

may not be translated by cultural equivalents. Newmark maintains that semantic 

translation is flexible, and admits the creative exception to 100% fidelity and allows 

for the translator’s intuitive empathy with the original. . (Newmark 1988: 46) 

  Communicative translation attempts to render the exact contextual 

meaning of the original in such a way that both content and language are readily 

acceptable and comprehensible to the readership. (Newmark 1988: 47) 

  Newmark explains that semantic translation is personal and individual, 

follows the thought processes of the author, tends to over-translate, and pursues 

nuances of meaning. Meanwhile, communicative translation is social, concentrates on 

the message, and the main force of the text, tends to be under-translated, and is always 

written in a natural resourceful style. While a semantic translation is normally inferior 

to its original as there is both cognitive and pragmatic loss, a communicative 

translation is often better than its original version. (Newmark 1988: 47-48)   

 

b) Selection of Translation Types 
 In selecting translation types, the following should be taken into 

account. 

 i) Text Types: Sin Khon is an expressive text. 

 ii) Initiator/ Commissioner: The initiator wants to convey the 

message into English with the same function as the source text. 

 iii) Target Text Readers: Since the novel is translated for foreign 

readers, some adaptation is required.  

 After considering these factors, communicative translation will be used 

in the translation of the novel Sin Khon. 

 

c) Translation Problems, Solutions, and Explanations 

  i) Metaphors  

  Metaphors in linguistic studies include not only figurative language we 

understand. Lakoff and Johnson believe that metaphors are pervasive in everyday 

language and thought. In other words, our daily speech and thought are based on 

metaphorical concepts, and metaphors exist in our expressive language. Nevertheless, 
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there are also metaphors that are outside our conventional conceptual system; 

metaphors that are imaginative and creative. Lakoff and Johnson explain that they fall 

outside the domain of normal literal language and are part of what is usually called 

‘figurative’ or ‘imaginative language.’ Some unusual parts are employed to describe 

something. These metaphors often give us a new way of thinking about something. 

For example, we normally say ‘the foot of the mountain.’ In normal discourse, we do 

not speak of the head, shoulders, or trunk of a mountain. However, in special contexts 

it is possible to construct novel metaphorical expressions based on these unused parts.  

  Idioms and proverbs are also metaphorical. MacMillan English 

Dictionary defines ‘idiom’ as an expression whose meaning is different from the 

meaning of the individual words. An idiom cannot be understood from the individual 

meaning of its elements. Direkchai Mahatthanasin explains that an idiom or �������� 
is special language, which is not aimed at teaching and cannot be literally translated. 

(	
����� 2529: 83)  Proverb’s definition is also given in the MacMillan English 

Dictionary. It means a short well-known statement that gives practical advice about 

life. Direkchai maintains that proverbs are used as a rhetorical device to teach people 

moral lessons. (	
�����2529: 84)  All in all, both of them are used in our daily lives, and 

require some interpretation in order to get their hidden meanings. Their elements are 

also normally related to particular cultures and beliefs in a particular society. Lakoff 

and Johnson assert that each culture must provide a more or less successful way of 

dealing with its environment, both adapting to it and changing it. Each culture must 

define a social reality within which people have roles that make sense to them and in 

terms of which they can function socially. Thus, it is not surprising that idioms and 

proverbs found in  Eastern and Western cultures are most of the time different. 

  The notion of matching or similarity is often used as a way of 

distinguishing metaphor from other figures of speech. This excludes figures of speech 

like metonymy where we do not interpret this unconventional reference by similarity 

but by means of an association. For example, in the sentence ‘The ham sandwich is 

waiting for his check,’ the expression ‘the ham sandwich’ is being used to refer to an 

actual person, the person who ordered the ham sandwich. Here we are using one 

entity to refer to another that is related to it. We can say that metaphor and metonymy 

are different kinds of processes. Metaphor is principally a way of conceiving of one 

thing in terms of another, and its primary function is understanding. Metonymy, on 

the other hand, has primarily a referential function, allowing us to use one entity to 

stand for another. (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 36) We can say that metaphors in 

linguistics do not include metonymy.   

Meanwhile, personification is a metaphor in linguistics. It is probably  

the most obvious ontological metaphor, where the physical object is further specified 

as being a person. This allows us to understand a wide variety of experiences with 

nonhuman entities in terms of human motivations, characteristics, and activities. 

Moreover, each personification differs in terms of the aspects of people that are 

picked out, giving us a specific way of acting toward it.  
  Some wonder whether similes are similar to metaphors or not. They 

are often mentioned together as examples of rhetorical figures. Both are terms 

describing a comparison; the only difference between a metaphor and a simile is that a 

simile makes the comparison explicit by using ‘like’ or ‘as.’ The Columbia 

Encyclopedia, 6
th

 edition, explains the difference as “a simile states that A is like B, a 

metaphor states that A is B, or substitutes B for A.” However, some describe simile as 
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simply a specific type of metaphor. Most dictionary definitions of both metaphor and 

simile support the classification of similes as a type of metaphor, and historically it 

appears the two terms were used essentially as synonyms. (Metaphor [n.d.])  

  Regarding a symbol, Harmon & Holman explain that it is something 

that is itself and also stands for something else. In a literary sense a symbol combines 

a literal and sensuous quality with an abstract or suggestive aspect. Literary symbols 

are of two broad types. One includes those embodying universal suggestions of 

meaning, as flowing water suggests time and eternity, a voyage suggests life. Such 

symbols are used widely and sometimes unconsciously in literature. The other type of 

symbol acquires its suggestiveness not from qualities inherent in itself but from the 

way in which it is used in a given work. In Sin Khon, a monitor lizard, a black dog, 

and a house lizard are used as symbols, reflecting Thai people’s beliefs. 

As explained in chapter 2, according to Goatly’s theory, metaphors can  

be classified into five groups – Dead, Buried, Sleeping, Tired, and Active metaphors. 

For Dead metaphors, the original Vehicle of the metaphor has passed out of our 

experience. We can no longer see the connection between the Vehicle and the Topic. 

Their topics and Grounds are inaccessible. For Buried metaphors, their metaphorical 

meaning relation is hidden by a change of form. For Sleeping metaphors, we can 

make metaphorical connections although the Vehicle and the Topic have no historical 

connection. Tired metaphors are similar to the Sleeping metaphors, but they can 

evoke reference to the original metaphor better than the Sleeping ones. We can call 

both Sleeping and Tired metaphors Inactive ones. Active metaphors are especially 

context-dependent for the Grounds they generate. This type of metaphor is often 

found in literary works. 

  Another way of classifying metaphors is to categorize them according 

to the word-class to which the Vehicle term belongs. According to Goatly, metaphors 

can be found in all the major word-classes – nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and 

prepositions. Examples are as follows: 

   

Nouns -   The past is a foreign country 

 Verbs -   the lines that seem to gnaw upon all Faith 

 Adjectives   -   down the vast edge drear and naked shingles of the world 

 Adverbs      -   Seat thyself sultanically among the moons of Saturn 

Prepositions -   A right extremist group is suspected of being behind the    

                          killing. 

        (Goatly, 1997: 82-83) 

   

   Adverbial and prepositional Vehicle terms are generally less 

recognizable as metaphors and less forceful than verbal and adjectival Vehicle terms, 

and noun-based ones make the most powerful metaphors. This is because noun 

phrases reveal very strongly the clashes between conventional and unconventional 

reference, enabling us to recognize them as metaphors. Also, the things referred to by 

noun phrases are imaginable, because they have spatial dimensions.  (Goatly, 1997: 

85) It is impossible to imagine at all without picturing them.  

  The next strongest Vehicle term is verb. Metaphorically used verbs can 

indirectly evoke imagery but only by being hooked up to their conventional colligates.  

(Goatly; 1997, 86) For example, we cannot imagine kicking without imagining a foot. 

The verbs most easily associated with imagery will be those referring to physical acts 

and events, which Halliday calls ‘Material metaphors.’ For instance, only a third of 

crime is cleared up. Adjective terms are similar to verbs as they involve constructing 
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the referent, and the conventional colligate. In a nutshell, adjective have to depend on 

nouns and verbs respectively to preserve the metaphorical meaning. 

  Adverbs and prepositions involve Inactive metaphors.  The –ly suffix 

can, as with most derivational markers, be interpreted as a signal that metaphorical 

meaning is involved. Thus, even if the metaphor is newly made up e.g. sultanically, it 

can be interpreted ‘in a manner similar to that of a sultan.’  Also, adverbs and 

prepositions contrast with adjectives and verbs in one crucial respect. Adverbs and 

prepositions do not yield any clear imagery as adjectives and verbs do. For example, 

in understanding ‘I tick. I exist’ it may be worthwhile to evoke the image of a clock, 

which is wound up and gradually winds down over a period of time, but it is pointless 

to attempt the same in cases of prepositions. Moreover, adverbs and prepositions can 

provide evidence of certain cultural or universal Root Analogies in line with Lakoff 

and Johnson’s theory. 

For example, the sentence ‘Joan Jackson is under thirty’ shows the analogy of more 

=up.  

  The first problem of metaphor translation is to identify the metaphors 

in the story. In this research, Lakoff’s theory, as well as Goatly’s theory, which 

categorizes metaphors into five groups, will be adopted. Only Active and Inactive 

metaphors will be focused on. Every Active metaphor will be literally translated, 

while Inactive metaphors will be semantically translated. In other words, meanings of 

Inactive metaphors will be given more importance than forms. However, in some 

cases, the forms of Inactive metaphors may remain unchanged if Thai and English use 

the same expression. The following are metaphors found in Sin Khon, and their 

translation solutions. 

 

1) �
�������	��� !���"!�#$�%��&�� ��������	
���	������������� ��������
���������	��������
��� ����������	���� �������"����
��#� �����........�� 	����	�������$��
������������� 
  On the ceiling, there were many lizards. They remained motionless as 

if lifeless. Once in a while, they would sweep their tails slowly like they were 

attempting to shake off their langor..........The  Lizards were alive despite their lifeless 

appearance. 

  The sentence (��������	
���	������������� �����������������	������
��
��� ����������	���� �������"����
��#� �����........�� 	����	�������$���������������% is a 

simile, which, in linguistics, is also regarded as a type of metaphors. This is an Active 

metaphor as the comparison is newly created and their meanings cannot be 

understood without a context. According to Lakoff, novel metaphorical expressions 

must be literally translated.  

 

2) (��
���������	�&����������� 	�� ��'���������(��� )������*+ �����,���
� ���"�����
�'�����#�������) 

 “Working for the government, you need to act like a chameleon, 

Siriphan. Can’t be sluggish like a turtle.” 

 The sentence (��
���������	�&����������� 	��% is a simile, while “�����
,���
� ���"������'�����#�������) is a metaphor. Anyway, both of them are, from a linguistic 
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perspective, considered as metaphors. They are Inactive metaphors, as the Vehicle 

(�
���), and Vehicle (�&$�*%���+,-�) can give connotations without a context. The word 

(�
���) signifies a person who knows how to adapt themselves to different situations, 

and the word (�&$�*%���+,-�) signifies a person who is inactive or sluggish. In English, 

there is an idiom “to act/ change like a chameleon.” Chameleon is one of the best 

known lizard families, which are mentioned in the beginning of the story. Choosing 

the word ‘chameleon’ does not destroy the coherence of the story, and at the same 

time can make the target text sound more natural than the word ‘lizard.’ As for the 

Vehicle (�&$�*%���+,-�), it can be literally translated, as in both Thai and English 

beliefs, ‘turtles’ can represent slowness or sluggishness.  

 

3) )������*+�����	�&��������	�� 	��-���� ./$!�$������ 0!�#$1��������./$.	 ��$��� 
  Siriphan needed to act like a chameleon; otherwise, he couldn’t work 

in the government service. 

  This metaphor is similar to the previous one. The translator has 

decided, from the beginning to translate (�
���) into “chameleon”, so any subsequent 

metaphors concerning (�
���) must be translated in the same way. 

 

4)          �-��"& !��+�2 .-345��6+,�
	-7�� �&�����	������'��������������� 
          He must hurriedly solve the problems. How could he change his 

colour to match his superior’s? 

  Colour is related to the metaphor “act like a chameleon.” It does not 

literally mean a colour like red, blue, or yellow. Here, it means the act of changing 

one’s self to fit in with others or behave in the same way as others. These are Inactive 

metaphors, as we can understand them without seeing a context. Actually, this 

metaphor is commonly used, and exists in our daily speech. In English, the concept of 

adaptation is related to changing colour as well, but as mentioned before, two 

languages between Thai and English use different animals to express the concept. In 

Thai, a lizard is used, while in English, a chameleon is used. Sometimes, we can use 

“a leopard can’t change its spots’ to describe someone whose behaviour or character 

can never be changed. 

 

5) (�.	���	�&����-�������� 	��.../7�87��".39%	) 
           “You need to act like a chameleon… if you want to go far.” 

  This metaphor is similar to the previous ones. The translator needed to 

adopt the same method -- semantic translation -- to maintain the context’s 

consistency. 

 

6) -���	���������
��� ���	����. 	#. ��/�#0� 
 His mind was gloomy. His brain was getting more muddled every 

second. 

 Two metaphors in this sentence appear in the form of adjectives. 

Thinking is compared to a light. When we cannot think effectively, it is as though the 

light was turned off. Here, the translator chose the word “gloomy” to express this 
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concept. As for the other metaphor (�/!����!7��,) it emphasizes the state of unclear 

thinking. The translator, however, chose the adjective “muddled” as it can convey the 

exact meaning of “not clear, or ineffective” better than the adjective “heavy”, which 

tends to focus on the physical aspect or the actual weight of the brain. 

 

7)  ����;�!��$����<	�"��%���,�*�#$ ������'���������1����2
�#���� 1������	)������*+
����	'�����
3.	 

He halted his stride in a moment when the bristles flashed an inch past  

Siriphan.  

  The phrase (��+��%/�"6�87�) is an Inactive metaphor The Vehicle 

(��+��%/�"6�87�) gives readers the sense of being very close, or at close distance. To 

retain the meaning, the translator chose to render it by using an English idiom, instead 

of sticking with an original form. 

   

8) �����������'��'	�'��-�,���������� *���$���+��.	 
�
�	*��/	+��/6+,=$��
/���+��
�� 

         There was no compassion or sympathy left.  The words ‘monitor 

lizard’ had completely clouded his goodness. 

 The metaphor (./$/+*��/!�%���%���%;!1�>�*��/!�6�) and (�	���) are  

Active metaphors. The translator decided to translate them literally to keep the 

rhetoric and intent of the writer. 

 

9)   ?
�
���@A1��$��������+�	-!���&�A�+,�6 � ��	�+��1�����	#. ��������
�� 	�����	�4�

�'�	 ������������ &������
)���2 

Siriphan, as a long four-legged animal, raised his body like a 

chameleon that raises its wings on the back, in preparation to clash with its foe. 

  Here, the metaphor is Active. Literal translation is once again adopted 

to maintain the picture which the writer intends to convey to readers.     

 

10)   ����A&�� !��-/0�.3���%<$/*���%$����� 9	��B��".! 9���A ������5��(�	#�	
�&��5����32�-����"�������	����#���� &������������������#� 
  His eyes were glued to the cluster of people, especially to Roj, the 

district office janitor who was being used as a tool to take his life. 

 The phrase (8#1� �3C��*�;,!�/;!) is an Inactive metaphor. Not only things 

but human beings can be used as a tool. This metaphor is commonly found in daily 

conservation. Fortunately, in both Thai and English, the same metaphor is used to 

express this concept. Therefore, literal translation can be adopted without destroying 

the meaning in the source text.                                                                                                                        

 

11)   ����	���
������� D#�*�02&E;! 
          In the blink of any eye, the crowd of people dispersed in panic. 
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  Here, (��+����
�&��	+��) is an Inactive metaphor we live by as Lakoff 

explains. Speed is compared to the short time it takes one’s eyes blink. Both Thai and 

English have the same kind of expression; therefore, once again literal translation can 

be adopted.  

 

12)   .! 9���A���	���	�/��2�  
 Roj ran headlong in terror, disappearing in the blink of an eye. 

 Roj’s fright is well described by the idiom �����<&#	.� This idiom, 

originated from the action of dogs when they run away in fright, is also used with 

human beings. We cannot literally translate (�
,���+����<&#	) in English, but we can 

say ‘running headlong,’ which means very quickly and without looking where you are 

going. Actually, ‘with your tail between your legs’ is a similar English idiom to ��
,���+
����<&#	,� as both of them are related to a dog and its tail. However, the idiom ‘with 

your tail between your leg’ means to feel embarrassed or unhappy when leaving as 

you have failed at something or have been defeated. In this case, Roj is more in fear 

than embarrassed or unhappy. 

 

13)  ./$/+1*���
�F &$��0��+����%��� �?
�
���@A��+��
�� �����-��������-�����
����	�'��������6��1����#����-�'����� 
  Not one single was left, everyone avoided Siriphan. No one wanted to 

be approached by a jinx. 

  The word �!�3/�*%���+�	��5.�� is personified. According to Lakoff’s 

theory, personification is an ontological metaphor, where a physical object or abstract 

notion is further specified as a person. Therefore, the sentence �./$/+1*�!���"1� *��/
!�3/�*%���+�	��5.�=$���- �/�1% ���� can be literally translated into ‘No one wanted 

to be approached by a jinx.’ 

   

14)   ������	�
� �	������	����� 
  The path ahead was so dark..  

  The path here means not only a way from one place to another but the 

whole future of the character. It is an Inactive Metaphor, which can be literally 

translated, as both Thai and English languages use the same metaphor. 

   

15)   �!+����$�����%��.3/!� ���&��$��!����������� ���&�-� 
 He wheeled around. His eyes expressed deep hurt. 

  The Thai idiom �� !���;�!&,��1�� is a metaphor we use without realizing 

that it is actually an orientational metaphor. The spatial orientation, up and down, is 

used. This kind of metaphor is rooted in our physical and cultural experience. In Thai 

culture, low or down tends to be not as good as high or up. This idiom is aimed at 

expressing hurtful feelings. Here, the meaning of the Thai idiom is more important 
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than the form. Keeping the form may distort the original meaning; therefore, �� !���;�!
&,��1�� can be rendered into ‘deep hurt.’   

 

16) ?
�
���@A�	G4��!	 ���-���������-�����...�-��<$��$��!!.3!+*���� �
,�&�	!!
�%��!���H!2%"�
,��- �	��5 �1�6+,�<	 
  Siriphan gritted his teeth, cutting himself off from the remaining bonds, 

and dashed outside, across the back of the district office, and into the woods. 

  The word �&�	1�� is another Inactive metaphor that we live by. It means 

not desiring to face or deal with something or someone any longer, which is compared 

to the action of cutting. It is impossible to literally translate �&�	1�� into English. Here, 

the translator decided to translate it into ‘’ cutting himself off from the remaining 

bonds.” 

   

17) �@!/��"�787��<��-!�#$��/! ���3C�- ������-!�DI��3*�!� �"& !��787�
*��/�3C��<��-�
���! 345��-!���� ��6�������3�"��������/+/�/�� ����&����'
'��
�76�-�������	�/��#�� 	��� /���3C�*��*/6+,�@!!!�"3�"6��1�!�#$./$� !� 2%"/��"�����&;!�
&��!�!�#$��/!�$� 
�	��� 	����8����/��#�� 	��� $��...���-������"��/��#�� 	��������/���'���� *���
-!�����+�A ���/+!����� �"& !��3%$�2��!�#$1�&��!� ��������	�����	��"��� 	�/��#�� 	���$'�
�����+-���'��������� 

Yes, she always thought about foxes. It was necessary to think about   

foxes when you were a civil servant in an administrative sector. There were a lot of 

problems in public work. Avoid problems like a fox. It was a saying that had made 

quite an impression on her, and she often used to remind herself that we were at times 

a fox, but not all the time though. The aura of a lion, its power, and grandeur must 

glow inside. A leader must be a fox and a lion at the same time. 

  Here, the fox is an Inactive metaphor. It can mean a wild animal 

similar to a small dog, or someone who is clever at tricking people. It is so commonly 

used that it has become an idiom. Both Thai and English have the same idiom, so it 

can be literally translated. 

 

18) $�	����	�������#�
�'����:;�������� 
 The bright light dispelled the foggy darkness.  

 The word �2����$����
	� �� is personified; it can do the action of (-��.%$) 
like human beings. In linguistics, this is regarded as a type of metaphor. As it is also 

an Active metaphor, which is normally found in a literary work, it should be literally 

translated. 

 

19) 2/$&���1��"6���<5��;,!'��	��������	�'���1������������� 
  She planned to make merit to wash away last night’s misfortune. 
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 Even though the word �% ��� is an Inactive metaphor, it is possible to 

literally translate it, as both Thai and English use the action of “washing” with both 

objects and abstract notions. 

 

20) 2%"6+,/</>!��	���������,� ���.�$��1��&0/.3�/	 ����������
����'���
����"�
������	 

 And in the corner of the ceiling, on the post, there were tangled spider 

webs. The house was so dirty that it looked deserted. 

 The sentence �/���3���� ��*% ���"�3C�� ��� ��� is a simile, which is, 

in linguistics, considered as an Active metaphor. Here, it can once again be literally 

translated. 

 

21) �$��6+,�*�!< �! ��%�����+��%�8��	 �&0/.3	 �����	��;�!2�$� 2���/�! ��
6�,�F.3 #����&�#. �����"��� �����	�����������
���&��������
�	����	�#������	��2�-��������
��'����$�'	����	������' $�����$������	��	 
  Her chubby figure had become thinner; it was toned like a typical 

fleshy dog. Stripes of black fur grew slowly as though some kind of mystical power 

inside was forcing a change in a subtle but definitive way. 

  The sentence �-��+	��-7��/��3C��
��!�$��� �F��/;!���/+!�����!".����!�$��
�- �.3�
�!�#$1� �
	���3%+,��23%�!�$���
,/��% 2&$���2�$���
����� is an Active metaphor, 

which must be literally translated only. 

 

22) �*������3.	����#����&���������$1�#�������������'��	#�	���	���1���#. ���
���������	��3.	����
����� �������
5�������'�������	#�	�����/<�+-�5������+
����5���)����+���'.�����	������	�� � 

 To her, the spread of the black fur from the lower part of her body up 

to her stomach and her chest was like the transformation of superheroes in fantasy 

films. 

 The sentence above is an Active metaphor, which must be literally 

translated. The difficulty here is to interpret the meaning of �H����&�A3�"�H6/��?����A
���%7� into English.. The ‘fantasy films’ seems to be a better choice than the 

‘wonderful films’ or ‘bizarre films,’ which focuses on the film’ characteristics more 

than its genre as intended in the source text. 

 

23) 1�6+,�<	0/������	�'��	�� ������&������$!-!�%#���*�34��<��� 
 Finally, she settled down with a policeman, the father of her own son. 

 The phrase �&�$!�3%$!��
��� is a Thai idiom and Inactive Metaphor. In 

English, it means to get married, or to settle down. Here, the meaning is more 

significant than the form. The verb ‘to settle down’ is idiomatic and can also give the 

same meaning as the Thai idiom.  
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24) 3J�+� !��<-!��@!�;!��"�+,�
�� �3J2% � �����'�������������
�=����&�	��������
'	��'����� 

 This year, she was almost forty-five. It changed as she was gradually 

running out of steam. 

 The noun phrase �.G��6�����6+,/!	%�6+%"�
	� is an Inactive metaphor. 

Energy is compared to fire, and less energy is compared to a dying flame.  In English, 

there is a similar idiom – ‘run out of steam’ – which means ‘to begin to lose energy, 

or to become slower or weaker.’ Therefore, it is better to use the English idiom and 

keep the original meaning than to cling to the form. 

 

26) �@!	���&�%�&,�� -�$�;�%�8��	6+,��0�1��� ���+���;,�2�%/ 
 She cast her eyes downwards. Her heart dropped after having seen a 

muzzle. 

 The Thai idiom �1�23K�� is an Inactive metaphor. It means feeling 

discouraged or afraid of consequences, such as when seeing a strong opponent. The 

English idiom ‘her heart dropped’ is similar to this Thai idiom; it means feeling that it 

is useless to try to do something, so it is better to keep the meaning than the form. 

 

27) 1������� %���$�2/$�"/���0��$��-!��@!1��H��6+,��%���3C�!�#$ 
 Her heart sank, fearing that her mother would see her in her present 

form. 

 The Thai idiom �1����� is an Inactive metaphor. It means feeling sorry 

when leaving or losing something or someone. The English idiom ‘somebody’s heart 

sinks’ is used to say that someone suddenly feels very worried, upset, or disappointed, 

which is similar to the Thai idiom above.  

 

27) &!�!$!��# �787���������
��������� ���	�������(�����	�
�����#������������$�� 
 Tong-Aon felt her feet were lighter than usual, lighter than a cat 

burglar’s. 

             The phrase ��6 �6+,����$�3&
 �
,��$�.! 9���$!����6+,�-���+��$�&+�2/�� is an 

Inactive metaphor. The character’s light step is compared to a cat burglar’s. Here, we 

cannot literally translate �&+�2/�� into ‘cat’s feet’ or ‘cat’s foot’ as the word actually 

means a thief who is especially skilled at stealthy or undetected entry of a premises, or 

a cat burglar. 

 

28) (B�������%+�!�#$�%�...-!�!���!+��*�#$) 
 (���-� !�$�.36��������02% ���) 

           “I’m still tired… Let me sleep for a little while.” 

           “Whatever, but don’t be late for work.” 

  The Thai idiom �&�/1�� is an Inactive metaphor. The word �1�� here 

does not refer to an organ, but the wish and desire. The idiom (&�/1�) means to do 

whatever you want. It cannot be literally translated into ‘follow your heart’ because 
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this English idiom has a slightly different meaning and register. It means to follow 

what you dream or what you hope for. The English idiom ‘follow your heart’ is hardly 

used to refer to an insignificant or small incident like in this case. 

 

 

29)  ������	
�	�45678�9:;<=>?@;... 4B@CD<E @FG ;H�I=4JG  
Her heart sank for the second time… What should she do? She did not  

want anyone to see her like this. What should she do? 

  The Thai idiom �1����� is an Inactive metaphor. As already described 

in No 26, its meaning is similar to the English idiom ‘somebody’s heart sinks.’ 

Therefore, when translating, it should be adjusted into an English idiom. 

 

30)  ��+���8/��!	%��� �� �� ���������#�	���-���������3.	��������0+������$���-� 
��� ����"?
�
���@A& !��!����+�	���!�#$- ��%$!��?L-�" 
  A car pulled up before the house. The morning of the new day came 

calling in a foul mood as Siriphan had to lie down near a garbage bin. 

The phrase ��/;,!�� �-!����1�/$��;!�/�87�	 ��!��/MA6+,./$2�$/1���� is 

personification. The word ��� ����1�/$� is compared to a guest who visits someone. It is 

also an Active metaphor, which must be, according to Goatly, literally translated. 

 

 31) �/+�*��;,��� �!!.36���� �&$���$!��%0F	 ������������
��
/6�����
 ���6+
���!���"���./$.	 % ���� �	 ��0�3C�.	  
  His wife must have stuck her head through the small window with a 

sullen look. Maybe she had not even washed her face. 

  The Thai idiom ��+�� ��!�<5./$���� is an Inactive metaphor. In Thai, a 

moody face is compared to one’s face when other people tell him/her about making 

merit, and he/she is not in the mood to join them. As it is an Inactive metaphor, it is 

better to find an English idiom or word to replace it. Here, it is adjusted into ‘with a 

sullen look.’ 

 

 32) (.....�"1� =/6��!�$��.�	+ ./$!�$������ 1��	����/���(�$��) 
  “What should I do?  They’ll probably put me behind bars for ages.” 

  The Thai idiom �&
	*<���9&� is an Inactive metaphor. It means serving 

punishment for a long time in jail. As it is idiomatic and appears in the dialogue, the 

translator decided to keep an informal register by translating �=/*�&
	*<���9&2�$’ into  

“They’ll probably put me behind bars for ages.” 

 

 33) (2% ��"�!1� ) �/+�3N	3�"&#	��34�!�$���# �7-�	1� 0�$�!�#$��!6+,����0+#�	
��	��
2�
. 	 1��/;,!&���2&$�/;,!���/�2% � 1*��- �/�1�� �� &$��0�!��
,�6+,�� ��*��/./$����1�
6�������/��%$�1� ���G4� 

 “I’ll tell him.” His wife slammed the door vehemently. It was not  
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surprising that she was in a rotten mood as from yesterday everyone visiting her 

house had told her only disconcerting stories. 

  The Thai idiom ��#	�7��’ is an Inactive metaphor. It means feeling angry 

or upset. The angry mood is compared to food; both of them can be bad or rotten. For 

an Inactive Metaphor, we must pay more attention to the meaning than the form.  In 

English, there are many idioms giving the same meaning, such as go ape, go bananas, 

go through the ceiling, go off the deep end, or lose your cool.  However, the rotten 

mood seems to be the best choice here, as it can convey the meaning and has a similar 

form to the word ��#	�7��.� 
 

 34) �!/��&$!.3�8!" -������������������������	���� �����'������	�� �8�'���
-���������������	#�	���    
  Just keep waiting. His life was now all at sea; just let it go adrift... 

            The noun phrase ���;!.� �����;!� is similar to a Thai proverb ���;!-�	���
��;!,� which means a family or a team which lacks a leader. Here, a Thai proverb is 

slightly changed into ���;!.� �����;!� and used with the word ��+�
&.� Its meaning has 

thus slightly changed as well. It means being rudderless, or not knowing what to do in 

a particular situation. It is an Inactive metaphor, which should be communicatively 

translated. The English idiom ‘be (all) at sea’ is appropriate here, as in the following 

sentence, we can compare life to a boat, and translate �/���"%!�.36��.�� 03%$!�1� 
/��.3&�/�� �6��-!�/��� into ‘just let it go adrift.’  

 

 35) 6<!�$��/���$��"���
��%����2% � ��������=>?�:������#8
 -�12���������#��	
���	�/�#+��	�' 
  Everything should have ended a long time ago. They should have let 

bygones be bygones, and shouldn’t have landed the people involved in hot water. 

  In Thai, there is a proverb �!�$�GOP�D!���&"�-0�,� which is an Inactive 

metaphor. There are two interesting alternatives for the Thai proverb  – ‘let sleeping 

dogs lie’ and ‘let bygones be bygones.’ The first one means to not talk about things 

which have caused problems in the past, or to not try to change a situation because 

you might cause problems. The latter is used when you want to tell someone to forget 

about unpleasant things that have happened in the past.  After having considered both 

choices thoroughly, the translator chose the idiom ‘let bygones by bygones’ since it 

has a closer meaning to the Thai proverb. 

 

 36) ��������&���������2�-������������	�	��
�	
 �	����&�#�	���(������ �����2�

�$��� &�������� &�$�	#�� �1�-��8������������2	#. �������$��� &� �/�������	�2	�����#����
�������
�������	 
  A dark bridge lay down silently in the darkness. Its black shadow was 

conspicuous on the shallow river, revealing concrete poles rising up from the bottom 

of the river like a tall man with long crane-like legs. 
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  The two words ��"���� and ����*!��+&� are personified. A dark 

bridge can lie down like a human being, while the concrete is compared to a man with 

long   legs. They are Active metaphors, which must be literally translated.  

 

 37) � �3J1� �%�� ./$�# ��'�
�����-� 6�������;!� !���+��.36+,����������Q/�&�+ 
  Five years later, some back-stabbing bastards petitioned the Office of 

the Prime Minister. 

  The word ��/�%!��	� is an Inactive metaphor. In Thai ‘KL ’ can mean 

both a real dog and a person who behaves badly. As it is an Inactive metaphor and 

appears in a non-formal situation, it should be figuratively translated into ‘some back-

stabbing bastards.’  

 

 38) '��@���/�����	��������66����	���$��������	$

$�'� ������)������*+$'�
��������5��&�
'����	�� ����'/� 
  Every piece of evidence from a subcontract to a blueprint directly 

pointed to Siriphan and the sub-district council members. 

  The sentence above is an Inactive metaphor. We say ��%�Q��/�	&��� 
without realizing that it is a metaphor. The word ��%�Q��� or the evidence is 

compared to a rope which can tie things; here it can tie a culprit. However, In English, 

it sounds more natural to say ‘the evidence points to someone,’ so it can be translated 

into ‘Every piece of evidence from a subcontract to a blueprint directly pointed to 

Siriphan and the sub-district council members.’ 

   

 39) 1� /���# ����%#3O���+�� �� �$�/����0�3�	��/;!���6+,/7��� ��345��1� � ��<$� �2
����������������#������� 

Let him taste a bullet, so he would feel the same kind of pain he  

brought us with these thorny problems; paying the price for poking his nose into 

others’ business. 

  The Thai proverb ��/#�"��/��;!�!�*���- �.3�!	� is an Inactive 

metaphor. It means to become too involved in, or show too much interest in, someone 

else’s private life or affairs, so that they become annoyed or angry.  In English, we 

say sticking or poking your nose into something. When translating into English, the 

translator decided to put ‘paying the price for…’ before ‘poking his nose into others’ 

business’ to make the sentence more understandable. 

 

 40) 2&$�+,./$�#  ��
���-����������... �8���	��
����$�����������1������$��	�����'� 
  We couldn’t sniff out a whistle-blower… so we must take vengeance 

by burning down  a damn bridge.  

  The Thai idiom ����/;!1*�	/./$.	 � is an Inactive metaphor. It means 

being unable to find a wrongdoer. Here, the translator decided to keep the meaning 

and register in the source text, so it is translated into “We couldn’t sniff out a whistle-

blower.” The word �*��/2* �� is also an Inactive metaphor, compared to a roaring fire 
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that must be extinguished. However, in English, the noun ‘vengeance’ does not 

collocate with the verb ‘extinguish’ so the verb ‘take’ is used in the target text instead.  

 

 41) ��%
�.G��$����� 9�&
�$��%�/.�/ -7��/�6��6+ ���'/�A��������=�B�'��52�#�
����	������	�� � 
  The bright flame suddenly shot up. It spread fast like a wildfire.  

  The sentence �/��%<E;!��/;!�.G3I�%�/H#�-�!�$��.�!�$������� is an Active 

metaphor, therefore it must be literally translated. 

 

 42) /����%��9�/-7��.3���"���2% � 2%"%�/.�/ -7��.3���;��./ !�$����	��0� 
����� ������-�������� 
  The fire rose up to the bridge, and quickly spread over the planks. Hell 

beamed in the darkness. 

  The word ‘7�M’ is personified, making the sentence ����
�/��;!�1�
*��//;	� an Active metaphor, which must be literally translated. 

 

 43) 3�"9���A0/�/��/��?�% ����"�"���2�$��+����� ����+�� !�/� �$��".	 
�$�/� �3J �����"����������#�	��'����2�
��� ����'�������� 6�$�.../��0/��
���<	%� 0
����"����/;!-!�2 
  There were many advantages though, as the bridge was finally 

constructed after villagers had been asking for it for almost five years. It was the life 

line of many people, thousands of them, from many villages, but now…it was 

destroyed by him. 

  The bridge or ��"���� is compared to the life line or � �� �6���+�
&.� It is 

an Active metaphor, therefore, it must be literally translated. 

 

 44) �!!��!...�-���
,��"6���*��/�/��-!�*���$� #�	'�	��� &�����' ���=���
��� 0*����+�%"��! 
  Alas…he could just understand the meaning of the saying, the 

goodness can always weather the storm, this time. 

  The Thai proverb �&����./$.�% &.G./$.�/ � is an Inactive metaphor. It 

can be used with both things and human beings, and is often linked to power, wealth, 

and virtue. It means good things or good people cannot be harmed by anything. Here, 

it is used with �-!��%��� or public property. The idiom cannot be literally translated, 

so only the meaning is retained in the target text. 

 

 45) ��'�	��$�	����/��=����/�	1���#. ���
����	=;��2	���	#. ��/��� �B����������� 
���� 
��������������
��'��'�	���$'�� 

Fiery red flames soared skywards like an inferno. The pitch dark forest  

had turned as bright as daylight. 
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The two sentences above are Active metaphors. The hot fire is 

compared to an inferno, and the light in the forest is compared to daylight. Both of 

them must be literally translated into ‘Fiery red flames soared skywards like an 

inferno. The pitch dark forest had turned as bright as daylight.’ 

 

 46) ��'��=�������� �����-
���#�	�4)�������&�'�	����������	���	�&���6 �������
���������#�	������������	�+ 
  Dancing flames resembled the happy smiling face of a demon whose 

hunger had been sated. 

  The sentence above is an Active metaphor. The dancing flames are 

compared to the face of a devil. Every detail of the metaphor should be kept to keep 

the intention of the author; therefore, it can be rendered into ‘Dancing flames 

resembled the happy smiling face of a devil whose hunger was satiated.’ 

 

 47) (��������� /��<	.G�=�3I� /��./$�# ��;!.��$�1% �"���) 
   “Who the hell set fire to the woods around here? Don’t they know that 

they’re near the bridge?” 

  The word ��/�� here is an Inactive metaphor. As explained in No 37, 

the word ‘dog’ can literally mean an animal, or a bad person. As it is a metaphor that 

we commonly use in our daily lives, it is not necessary to be literally translated. It 

should be adjusted to the English language. Here, it is better to translate it into ‘who 

the hell’, instead of ‘dog’, which in this sentence may make no sense to the English 

reader. 

 

 48) ��+��&"9�./$6���
��3�"9�* ����	�����=;�1����	�.����	 ����"���& ��
�"2���%
�.36+,�=�.�/ ./$.��2% � % /*�;�%�6��1	 
  Before the screaming died away, a sound like thunder reverberated. 

The bridge poles, weakened by the fierce fire, suddenly crumbled. 

  The sentence ���+����/;!�GK�=$�	��7 !�� is an Active metaphor; 

therefore, it must be literally translated into ‘a sound like thunder reverberated.’ 

 

 49) ��������	�����	��"��� 	�/��#�� 	���$'������+-���'���������... 1*����"6+,
%$��8 !�*��3�"9�*�+� 
  A leader must simultaneously be a fox and a lion… Who was it 

anyway who first said that? 

  The words ��<��-�
���!� and �����+�A� are Inactive metaphors. 

Fortunately, in both Thai and English, ��<��-�
���!� and �����+�A� are used as symbols of 

cunningness and prowess respectively. Thus, it can be literally translated into ‘A 

leader must simultaneously be a fox and a lion.’ 

 

  In this story, there is also symbolism. The two main characters, 

Siriphan and Tong-Aon, are compared to animals -- a monitor lizard and a dog 

respectively. Both animals have connotative meanings in Thai culture. A monitor 

lizard is believed to bring bad luck, and is used to call people who do dreadful things. 
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A dog also has a negative connotation. It is an offensive word to call bad people. In 

English, there are a great number of animals which have negative meanings as well, 

such as swine, pig, bitch, or cock. In some parts of the story in which animals are 

mentioned for only an emotional effect, such as in dialogues, they can be adjusted to 

suit English culture and language. This will help the TT reader read the story without 

feeling interrupted. So are the monitor lizard and the dog, which are mentioned 

throughout the story. Even though the translator could not make an extreme 

adjustment -- translating a monitor lizard in Thai text to a leopard in English text -- 

he/she could select similar kinds of animals, like a chameleon or a fox, which are 

associated with similar behaviours or characteristics in the ST culture. 

 

ii) Register and tone 

In Thai and English as in all other languages, every word falls into  

a register. In The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language, David Crystal defines 

register as a ‘socially defined variety of language, e.g., scientific, legal, etc.’ (Landers 

2001: 59) There are various categories of register such as non-technical/ technical, 

informal/ formal, urban/ rural, standard/ regional, jargon/ non-jargon, and words may 

fall into more than a single category. However, in translation, not only the word, or 

even the sentence, but the whole discourse, should be considered. Landers explains 

that often there will be no way to reproduce a specific substandard usage in the target 

language, but the shortcoming can always be compensated. As for tone, it is the 

overall feeling conveyed by an utterance, a passage, or an entire work, including both 

conscious and unconscious resonance. Tone can comprise humor, irony, sincerity, 

earnestness, or virtually any sentiment. Tone is often interrelated with style and 

provides an important clue to register. (Landers 2001: 67-68) 

  In this story, there is little variation in register and tone. Most 

characters are at the same level as they are colleagues at the district office. Therefore, 

their language should be informal and colloquial. The register of the text is obviously 

shown in the choice of pronouns and other words. There are three main relationships 

in this novel – friend-friend, superior-inferior, and mother-daughter. 

  The first friend-friend relationship can be seen in Chapter 2 when 

Siriphan thinks about his friend’s words. Examples are as follows: 

 

“Hey… You are so lucky. As they say, falling lizards bring luck.” 

“Work for the government, you need to act like a chemeleon, Siriphan. You 

can’t act like a turtle. Get smart. Know how to butter up your boss. When 

policy changes, we’ve got to follow suit. Otherwise, we won’t be here for 

long.” 

  “You need to act like a chameleon… if you want to go far.” 

   

  We can see that the words used in the dialogue among friends are 

simple and colloquial, and the sentence is also concise. 

   

Moreover, in chapter 10, colloquial language is found in the dialogue  

between two people trying to put out the fire.   

 

“Hey…Let’s put out the fire.” 

“Who the hell set fire to the woods around here? Don’t they know that it’s 

near the bridge?” 

      “Maybe it’s just a forest fire.” 
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“Bullshit! It’s absolutely not. Why would a forest fire break out here? Hurry 

up! Let’s put out the fire.” 

        “Oh no, it’s too strong. The bridge is falling apart.” 

       “I’ve got to report this to the village chief tomorrow.” 

       “There’s no more bridge.” 

       “He’s got to get some money to fix it.” 

“The district’s got to send in money double-quick. Otherwise, people in a lot 

of villages will be in a hole.” 

       “It’s already collapsed!” 

 

  To make the target text equivalent to the source text, all the words used 

in the target text are simple. Some idioms are also used to add colour to the dialogue, 

such as ‘double-quick’ and ‘in a hole.’    

 

  The second relationship between superior and inferior can be found in 

all three chapters. In a dialogue between a superior official and Roj, a janitor at the 

district office, Roj calls the superior official ‘N=>’ and the superior calls Roj ‘H@OP�C7Q’. In 

Thai, there is the use of titles or appellations. However, in English, seniority is not 

expressed in the same way; therefore, the appellation will not be kept in the English 

version. 

 

        “Do it. Do it,” shouted Roj” 

        “You do it, not other people.” 

        “But…,” pleaded Roj, district office janitor. 

        “What?” 

        “I’m scared. If it jumps at me, eww…” said Roj with a nauseous and pretentious 

sound.        

        “Just thinking about it gives me the creeps.” 

        “Nah, there are many people here… Don’t waste time, Roj.” 

 

  In chapter 8, a trainee at the district office calls Tong-Aon ��+,&!�!$!�.� 
Once again, there is the use of an appellation. When translating into English, the 

appellation ��+,� cannot be maintained. It will be ridiculous to translate ��+,&!�!$!�� into 

‘Sister Tong-Aon,’ which in English, will confuse the reader with its religious 

connotation. 

  In chapter 10, the village chief also calls Siriphan �6$��?
�
���@A� and 

�6$��3%�	?
�
���@A� to show him respect. The title here is translated into ‘Chief Siriphan’. 

The word ‘chief’ can show the respect of the village chief and the rank of Siriphan. 

  

  The third relationship between Tong-Aon and her mother can be found 

in chapter 8. In the dialogue between them, Tong Aon calls her mother �2/$�, while the 

mother calls Tong-Aon �&!�!$!�.� This does not cause any problems as both titles can 

be literally translated into ‘mom’ and ‘Tong-Aon.’ However, in the narrative, the 

translator must be extremely careful when translating pronouns in the source text. The 

pronoun ‘RM’ is used to describe Tong-Aon’s mother --  ‘2/$!!.3% ���� �6+,1�*���  ��+��
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2��
,/9-%������
  2/$&;,��� ��3C�3&
&�/3�"��*�2$  2/��"&;,�-7��/��<�- ��6����- ���  
This pronoun is normally used in the 2

nd
 person. However, here, it is used in the 3

rd
 

person, to refer to a person who is very close to the speaker.  Therefore, ‘RM’ must be 

translated into ‘she.’  However, in the following sentence �2/ &!�!$!��"� �/ ����"3&

1��+�
&3�"������ �@!/��"!!.3>;�!- �� ��- �� 6+,� ��!������ �!���H!/�
�,� Tong-Aon is 

described with the pronoun ��@!.� If we translate it as ‘she’, it will confuse the reader 

whether ‘she’ here represents Tong-Aon or her mother. Thus, it must be translated 

into ‘Tong-Aon.’  

  

  Regarding pronoun use, animals are often referred to as ‘L97’ or ‘it.’ 

However, in this story, even though Siriphan and Tong-Aon turn into animals, they 

will be called ‘he’ and ‘she, ‘since they can still feel and speak like human beings. 

  In addition, when the characters are angry, the translator must choose 

the proper words to show their strong emotions. For example, in chapter 10, when a 

colleague of Siriphan is angry with him for making a mistake about the bridge 

construction, some rude words must be used to show his strong feelings. 

   

        “What’s wrong with the bridge?” 

        “Its length is not as specified.” 

        “How short is it?” 

        “Almost eighty metres.” 

        “How did you control the construction? Why does it lack eighty metres?” 

        “I dunno. The length specification is in the plan,” he answered him desperately 

and hopelessly. 

        “We weren’t careful. That’s why this shit happened. So the rot set in, right?” he 

asked him desperately as well. 

        “Someone sent a letter to the ministry. There’s gonna be an investigation.” 

        “So we’ve to destroy the evidence.” 

        “Evidence? I don’t get it.” 

        “The damn bridge. Is it wood or concrete?” 

        “Wood…sir” 

 

iii) Cultural differences 

Newmark divides cultural differences into five categories;  

ecology; material culture (artefacts); social culture (work and leisure); organizations, 

customs, ideas; and gestures and habits. (Newmark 1988: 103) In the excerpt under 

study, the cultural differences fall into three categories. 

 

 1.) Material culture 

1.1  &�/�!�&$!-!�D��"	��!�	 *����2�*��"1� -+��%;,!���!�	2% �6��+-�� 
93"6��.�   ��	�+� /����
,/2&-<��3C��$!��%0F&�/2�����+	��  ���%��*����;!��	��-7��.3  
* ��*��1� �3C�6+,!�?��/��%��3J  ��%�%�����/��0�
�.3><�%��!�#$��-;,!  -+�* ��*���7�93��
3���%�/�./$-�	  ���1	6+,%"�� �����6��*��/�"!�	  0�"3��R-+�* ��*��%"�!+�	D!��"��	
�"���!�#$�&0/9&S"  
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  Cracks between planks might have first been filled in with sawdust and 

painted over with white paint, now it had started cracking, causing small crevices 

along the black lines. The space between the ceiling and the roof had been a dwelling 

for bats for years. During the day, they would fly away to hide and sleep on the 

crossbeams; that’s why their droppings kept sprinkling down. Whenever the cleaning 

had not been done, fine bat dung would scatter all over desks 

  The construction of Thai buildings may be different from western 

ones. Most buildings in Thai rural areas are still built from wood, not from bricks or 

concrete. Also, some English readers may not understand how come bats can dwell in 

the building. However, after having considered the text, objective, and target readers, 

the literal translation seems to be the best solution to the translation problem of this 

part of the novel, as this is an opportunity for English readers to learn something new, 

which is a point of reading the literary work. 

1.2 ?
�
���@A1���;!��$����&�A�%;�!�*%�� *$!�F*%���%�/</%�.3�!�1& 8<� 

� ��&
	��6$!>+�/�&A� �/ %
,���/0�2��2&"�/#����+��1�*��/�# �7  
  Siriphan in the body of a reptile crept slowly down to the open space 

below the house, lying near a cement pipe, which smelled sickly awful. 

  A traditional Thai house is raised above the ground floor, and has an 

open space below, which cannot be found in western buildings. Word-for-word 

translation is impossible for the word �1& 8<�� since there is no English equivalent for 

this Thai word. The translator needs to use an Interpretive Approach to get the right 

image, and then pass it on to the English reader. 

 

 2)  Organizations, customs, ideas 

2.1 /��*% ������+��  2&$&���%0�$��%���6$�...  �+,8 �&��/��9&�6$�F��  ?
�
 
���@A0!���"*
	�$�  ��+��.33I����"!�#$����	�� 
              ��;�!&��1�26�/!�./$��0�%���� !���%��&��  .��&+��+,-�*%��& �/�&+��/!�#$��
��	��!�$�������5  �
����3C���&�A�%;�!�*%���
�?L.3�$���&�A!;,�  &+�/+2��	7�	#	  ��/��8�"��
�$��.&$!�#$����	��.	 !�$������ 

./$/+*��/!�%���%���%;!1�>�*��/!�6�  *���$���+��.	 �	���*��/	+��/6+, 
=$��/���+��
��  ./$/+1*�����-�.	 2% � 
  6+,�$���!���H!*% ���"�/	=# *�  � ����$  ��+������  !����
,�-!��-���<	�"��%�
��,�*�#$  �/+,!/�87�����*��A�&!�A�����
��3�"����  ./$/+1*���
�F &$��0��+����%��� �?
�
���@A
��+��
��  ./$/+1*�!���"1� *��/!�3/�*%���+�	��5.�=$���- �/�1% ���  
  A monitor lizard is linked to Thai belief. It is an animal of bad luck, 

and used as a swearword and a name calling. Even though in the Western world, there 

are different animals representing misfortune, it will be inappropriate here to change 

the animal in the story in accordance with the western belief. English readers should 

have a chance to learn the Thai belief. 

2.2  (�������� & !�6��&����/;!��
���  �3%+,���+.	 9� �  ?
�
���@A  �"/�� 
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>;,!�;�!�3C��&$�*%���+,-�./$.	 ��!  & !�B%�	�- ��� ��- ����1� .	   �9�����3%+,��.3!�$��.�  ���
�"& !��3%+,��&�/  ./$!�$������  0��������./$�;	)  
  “Work for the government, you need to act like a chameleon, Siriphan. 

You can’t be sluggish like a turtle. Get smart. Know how to butter up your boss. 

When policy changes, we’ve got to follow suit. Otherwise, we won’t be here for 

long.” 

  In Thai, we compare people who can adapt themselves to different 

situations to ��
���� or ‘house lizard.’ Meanwhile, in English, we compare these 

people to �
��$�� or ‘chameleon.’ House lizards and chameleons belong to the lizard 

family. Therefore, if the translator chose the word ‘chameleon’, he/she can make the 

TT sound more natural and keep the relation between ST and TT at the same time.    

2.3  !T!... �����&���%� ��9* �<�<L�$���%0 =
�	��2	� ������+����
�� ��!F 
�����2$���L� ���/�����%��3J	+	���
,��"%��
-��6 ��;,!2&$��/+��/;,!!��<.	 ��/�
�� �3J 3J�+�
2!��<�+,�
��!�3J2% � 
  Ah… Baan Kok village chief, a small tan-skinned man with a voice 

which droned on as much as his long years in the monkhood. Having been in the 

monkhood for years, he had just left the temple to get married at the age of 35. This 

year he had turned forty-two. 

        Most TT readers should be able to infer that this is a Buddhist 

tradition. However, this is only a description of a character, which does not affect the 

theme of the story. 

   

 

3) Social culture (work and leisure) 

  3.1  ���	
�6��& !�-�	�"���� !���� =� 3%� ���� �� �"& !�/��"	<	��<	 

%�6+,�"���-�	2�$��+� �"&$��-!�- �/�"����- �.31��/;!���/;!���3J6+,=$��/�./$.	 2% � 8 ���
�"�!�-!�.3-��6+,1��/;!�01�$�"�<�&"� � ���.3�!6+,8��1�5$9�$�2�%" /��.%�;!��
�

9%�/&� �$��".387�  
  The journey would be cut off here. Food, vegetables, fish, and  people 

would get stuck at the broken bridge. They would not be able to carry all of their 

things to  town like the previous year. If they wanted to take their goods in town, now 

they would have to put them into baskets and shoulder them to the main road over 

there. 

  This passage shows the way of life of Thai people in rural areas. Their 

goods are still put into the wicker baskets, sometimes two baskets with a beam. 

However, there is no need to give too many details of the basket in the translation. 

Only the words ‘basket’ and ‘shoulder’ are enough to describe the ways of life of Thai 

people.  

 

  These tentative solutions are to be verified based on whether the target 

language conveys the same concepts as the original, and produces the same effect as 

the source text. The final solution is presented in Chapter V. 
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                                     ________________________ 

Out-of-the-Way Animals 

         

        

 

        On the ceiling, there were many house lizards. They remained 

motionless as if lifeless. Once in a while, they would sweep their tails 

slowly like they were attempting to shake off their languor. Or, it was 

merely their reaction to the surroundings. Lizards were alive despite 

their lifeless appearance. 

        The ceiling was painted off-white. Over the past several years, 

the colour had become mottled with dark stains. Some looked like 

finger prints; pale black marks of five spreading fingers.   A coating of 

fine dust particles could barely be noticed; it blended in perfectly with 

the ceiling’s colour, emphasizing its age. 

        Cracks between planks must have first been filled in with sawdust 

and painted over with white paint, but now the paint had started 

cracking, causing small crevices along the black lines. The space 

between the ceiling and the roof had been a dwelling for bats for years. 

During the day they would fly away to hide and sleep on the 

crossbeams; that was why their droppings kept sprinkling down. 

Whenever the cleaning had not been done, fine bat dung would scatter 

all over the desks. 

        The llizards’ colour was no different from the ceiling’s.  

        House lizards looked like monitor lizards, only much smaller…  

If they were the same size, Siriphan would have thought that monitor 

lizards were clinging to the ceiling. 

        With their transparent bodies which made it hard to spot their 

speckles, and four legs for a slow but steady climbing, house lizards 

5.) Source Text and Target Text 
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were unique reptiles. Their feet were also magnetic, enabling them to 

climb comfortably across the ceiling. 

         The house lizards craned their necks as though they were looking 

at him, but at once, they drew back their oblong faces, lying close to 

the ceiling. The lizards’ slight movement and slow crawl on the 

ceiling, from time to time with carelessness, caused them to fall on the 

floor or on Siriphan. 

         “Hey… You’re so lucky this time. As they used to say, falling 

lizards bring good luck.” His friends still said so, even though house 

lizards actually looked like monitor lizards. 

         Ah… Where did that lizard come from?  Its dark spots were so 

conspicuous. It was climbing right above his head. Its body did not 

blend with the ceiling like the others; it had probably just been hiding 

behind the crossbeams. Perhaps…it liked clinging to speckled planks. 

        “Working for the government, you need to act like a chameleon, 

Siriphan. You can’t be sluggish like a turtle. Get smart. Learn how to 

butter up your boss. When policy changes, we’ve got to follow suit. 

Otherwise, we won’t be here for long.” 

        He recalled his friend’s words and imagined a house lizard on the 

ceiling. 

        Siriphan needed to act like a chameleon; otherwise, he couldn’t 

work in the government service. 

        He must hurriedly solve his own problem. How could he change 

his colour to match his superior’s? 

        The next day or a few days after, the district-chief officer would 

set up a committee to investigateSiriphan. How could he convince his 

superior that he was a good and skilled employee, who had earned his 

stripes? 

        The probe – please don’t let it mean anything to the district-chief 

officer. 

        High-ranking officials liked gifts; perhaps this evening Siriphan 
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would stop by the district-chief officer’s house to give him some food 

and snacks that Siriphan had brought back from his hometown. He 

wouldn’t feel awkward or refuse his kindness, would he? 

         “You need to act like a chameleon… if you want to go far.” 

        His friend’s words flashed into his mind. 

        His mind was gloomy. His brain was getting more muddled every 

second. Heavier and heavier, his eyes had gradually closed. The 

picture of house lizards on ceilings was blurring, but Siriphan could 

still see it. Then, out of the blue, bloody hell…The lizard became 

bigger and bigger, almost occupying the whole ceiling. 

        “Have you got a broom?” 

        The shout roused Siriphan out of his pensive thoughts. The sound 

of heavy footsteps came from downstairs to the district office. 

        “I’ve got it.” 

        Siriphan started to budge, moving one leg at a time, heading to 

the front corner of the desk. All the civil officials cramming the front 

doorway immediately recoiled from the spot. Expressions of panic 

were clearly plastered across their faces. 

        “It’s moving.” 

        “The monitor lizard is moving” 

        He did not want to admit that he was afraid. He did not want to 

believe that he was running away. All eyes were flaring with disgust at 

the sight of Siriphan. Never had Siriphan been the target of terrible 

insults from his colleagues before… Once his body turned into a 

monitor lizard, all bonds of friendship and familiarity were broken, 

only revulsion remained in their eyes.       

         It was not difficult at all for Siriphan to crawl out slowly. At 

first, still unfamiliar with his new body, he seemed clumsy. But after a 

couple of steps, he became more accustomed to the movement, the 

shift, and the swiftness, even though he had to crawl, and use his two 

hands as front legs… Siriphan had metamorphosed both physically  
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and emotionally into a four-legged reptile. 

        The noise of a broom being dragged across the floor came closer.  

The long handled broom, the one used for sweeping away spider webs 

from the corners of the ceiling, was being passed on to a person in the 

front row. 

        “Do it. Do it,” shouted Roj. 

        “You do it, no one else.” 

        “But…,” pleaded Roj, the district office janitor. 

        “What?” 

        “I’m scared. If it jumps at me, eww…” said Roj with a nauseous 

and pretentious sound. “Just thinking about it gives me the creeps.” 

        “Nah, there are lots of people here… Don’t waste time, Roj.” 

        Siriphan retreated to the back corner of the desk. He had recently 

looked down from the corner of the desk to the floor. It was pretty 

high. Siriphan had never learned how to climb a tree; he definitely 

could not  clamber down the desk. He did not dare to jump either. If he 

choked and could not move, he would surely be butchered by all the 

people in the district office. 

        Turning slowly to the chair at the back of the desk, he bent  his 

head first, then, crept through a drawer; his tail rose up high. At every 

small move he made, he could hear his colleagues receding. 

        But Roj finally succeeded in poking Siriphan  with the bristles of 

the broom. A broom with ribs of coconut leaves was hurled to the 

middle of the room. His shuddering hands caused a slight but obvious 

shake of the coconut spine bristles. 

        “What’s spooking you, man?” in an annoyed voice, asked a man 

who even himself had backed away. 

        “Oh…if it jumps at me, I’ll be shit.” 

        “Clobber it. It will just run away.” 

        “Now it’s behind the desk.” 

        “Keep poking it with the broom.” 
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        No sooner had Roj pushed the bristles forward than Siriphan 

craned his pointed face from the corner of the desk. Rolling black 

bulging eyes filled with rage were fixed on Roj. Roj, you son of a 

bitch…You’re just a low-paid janitor, how dare you sweep my head 

with a broom, the lowest thing. 

        He stuck out his forked tongue. You don’t know me, Roj. If you 

guys don’t want me here, I won’t stay. 

         “Boss. It’s glaring at me… poking out its tongue. It’s gonna get 

me.” 

        Siriphan moved his feet, revealing his whole body. Every single 

pair of eyes was appallingly riveted on him. 

        “It’s definitely a monitor lizard.” 

         He halted his stride a moment as the bristles flashed an inch past 

Siriphan. Roj looked pathetically hesitant, brave and scared at the 

same time. 

        This was the moment he needed to decide. If he waited any 

longer, his life would come to a violent end at the hands of these 

people. 

        There was no compassion or sympathy left. The words ‘monitor 

lizard’ had completely clouded his goodness. Nobody recognized him. 

          Siriphan, as a long four-legged animal, raised his body like a 

chameleon that raises the wings on its back, in preparation to clash 

with its foe.  His eyes were glued to the cluster of people, especially to 

Roj, the district office janitor who was being used as a tool to take his 

life. 

        Siriphan groaned and growled in a rhythm that no one could 

comprehend, but he knew that it stemmed from fury, making him so 

ready to march towards his enemies. There were no more friends. 

        “He’s gonna get me for sure,” said Roj in a trembling voice as the  

four feet of the monitor lizard slowly raised its body; his flaring black 

eyes gazed up at him. 
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        “No need to be afraid. It’s just an animal.” 

        “Look at its eyes.” 

        “Hey… Don’t pay any attention to it. Poke it with the broom.” 

        In the blink of an eye, the crowd of people dispersed in panic. 

      Siriphan scurried towards the door, not giving anyone the time to 

brace themselves. He summoned up all of his strength. He had to leave 

the district office. He would not be here any longer. 

        “Shit… Dammit…” 

        “Oh no…” 

        Loud panicked voices rose up. A female civil servant who could 

not flee in time, fell to the floor. 

        Roj ran headlong in terror, disappearing in the blink of an eye. 

The assistant district officer sprinted to the end of a balcony. People 

dispersed in different directions. 

        No one wanted to be touched by the monitor lizard. 

        How fast it is! Siriphan ran over a person who had tumbled in 

front of the door, on the balcony. 

        “Ah…” went up a squealing noise. 

        “Damn… A water monitor ran over Tong-Aon” 

        “Shit” 

        They still had time to criticize each other. Some people were 

peeping through the door of another room. 

        Siriphan made it. He rushed forwards, perfectly controlling his 

footsteps, crossing over Tong-Aon’s body. And then, everything was 

plain sailing. Nobody would get in his way. 

        Turning left, he descended the stairs at full tilt. 

        There seemed to be no one at the district office. Alone and lonely, 

he stopped running for a while when he reached the public service 

counter. Not one single person was left, everyone avoided Siriphan. 

No one wanted to be approached by a jinx. 

        Goodbye, counter that I once sat behind. 
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        Goodbye, people that I once greeted. 

        From now on, there would no longer be a person named Siriphan 

at the district office. 

        The path ahead was so dark.  

        “Out… Out…” A voice followed closely. 

        “Where is it?” 

        “At the bottom of the stairs. In front of that counter.” 

        “Kick it out.” 

         The last voice chasing him off seemed to belong to the district 

chief. 

        Had he just found out and walked out of his air-conditioned 

office? 

        He wheeled around. His eyes expressed deep hurt. See, even his 

chief, who had integrity, and ruled over hundreds of people at the 

district office, could not recognize him. And his eyes seemed to clearly 

mirror the disgust as though he was telling Siriphan, “Get stuffed. 

You’re no longer welcome here.”  

        Then Roj drove him out with the broom.  

        Siriphan gritted his teeth, cutting himself off from the remaining 

bonds, and dashed outside, across the back of the district office, and 

into the woods. 

        Goodbye, my dear district office. 
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_______________________ 

The Changing Life 

 

        A horn, blaring in the silence of the district office, woke Tong-

Aon up from her slumber. Her feelings were indefinably sinking, as if 

she did not have a fitful sleep. Waking up with a start from a 

nightmare at two in the morning had shaken her mind badly. Her body 

was so weak that she did not want to budge. The black dog in the 

dream still haunted her, forcibly reminding her that something would 

haunt her forever. 

          Yes, she always thought about foxes. It was necessary to think 

about foxes when you were a civil servant in an administrative sector. 

There were a lot of problems in public work. Avoid problems like a 

fox. It was a saying that had made quite an impression on her, and she 

often used to remind herself that we were at times a fox, but not all the 

time though. The aura of a lion, its power, and grandeur must glow 

inside. A leader must be a fox and a lion at the same time. Which 

scholar said this? It perfectly suited today’s work situation. 
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        The traffic noise grew louder. The city streets got bustling since 

early morning. The bright light dispelled the foggy darkness. Inside 

the bedroom, it was getting light. Tong-Aon’s mother walked out to 

wash her face in the kitchen, and started pounding chili paste. She was 

an early bird like other old people. She always got up to cook despite 

Tong-Aon’s objection. Tong-Aon normally bought some food at a stall 

in front of the district office, but when her mother came to stay with 

her, her mother would cook for her, for the simple reason that it was 

cheaper and more tasty. Today she would probably fix some food for 

making merit at the temple. She planned to make merit to wash away 

last night’s misfortune. 

        A gecko’s call in the bathroom jolted her out of a trance. Tong-

Aon did not want to get up. Her feelings told her she should rest a little 

longer to gain more energy. 

         But her eyes remained wide open, showing that she already had 

all the sleep she really needed. The best thing she could do at this 

moment was to rake the ceiling with her eyes, and watch a few lizards 

up there. And in the corner of the ceiling, on the post, there were 

tangled spider webs. The house was so dirty that it looked deserted. In 

the late morning, she would tell her mother to clean away the spider 

webs. Her eyes moved down to the window, spotting many little birds 

perching on the branches of a prolific jackfruit tree. They gleefully 

joggled on the jackfruit tree’s branches, making the leaves quiver, 

before soaring up and vanishing from the window frames. 

        She looked down at her body. 

        Tong-Aon jerked with great alarm; her body was 

metamorphosing. Was it possible? 

        Patches of black fur grew on her two hands. Five fingers were 

getting gnarled. Tense for a while, her palms were getting smaller, and 

changing into wisps of black fur.  Dim white fingernails were 

replacing her healthy pink ones. Crooked and twisted, obviously, they 
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were a dog’s paws. Her two arms also changed into a dog’s legs. 

        Was this possible? Terribly surprised, Tong-Aon moaned. Was 

she really turning into a dog? 

        It happened abruptly. She could hardly handle this sudden 

change. Her chubby figure had become thinner; it was toned like a 

typical fleshy dog. Stripes of black fur grew slowly as though some 

kind of mystical power inside was forcing a change in a subtle but 

definitive way. 

       At first, she watched with surprise. To her, the spread of the black 

fur from the lower part of her body up to her stomach and her chest 

was like the transformation of superheroes in fantasy films.  How 

could this happen? She never thought the world could be so weird. 

And the miracle just occurred to her. 

        She was struck dumb as the black fur spread up to the back of her 

ears. Her face was changing. 

        She could hardly breathe, trying hard to control her mind and 

feelings in hope of hampering the change. The attempt had become a 

struggle. That was enough, the mysterious power which changed her 

body. Her body had already changed considerably. Tong-Aon could 

remember her early days of civil work. Still young and pretty then, her 

figure had been perfectly slender. Anyone who saw it loved it. Finally, 

she had settled down with a policeman, the father of her son. Her body 

had changed a great deal since then, from the best-shaped woman in 

the district office to a plump woman, who had gotten fatter and fatter 

with the years. 

        This year, she was almost forty-five. Her body changed as she 

was gradually running out of steam. Not much to hope for, except 

making her way, earning her bread as much as her position would 

allow. 

        What was this all about? … Her body had completely turned into 

a beast. Of all the things in the world, why did she have to change into 
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a dog, a lowly animal that people belittled the most. 

        She was trying to squirm and control her emotions, it must not 

happen, it must not change, it must stop here. 

        But… too late. 

        Her thin shapely lips protruded alarmingly fast. She cast her eyes 

downwards. Her heart dropped after having seen a muzzle. The fine 

black fur slightly shone. She was floundering around, turning her body 

to the left and right, trying to reject her own feelings. 

        It was impossible. Tong-Aon must not be a dog. 

        It was too late… The wriggling gave her a clearer vision of her 

own body. Two legs were kicking up high. It was obvious that her two 

beautiful fair-skinned legs, once attractive to all men, had now 

changed into short lean ones. The black body, in the posture of a 

woman lying on her back a few minutes ago, flipped to a sideways 

position. A black paw kicked a bottle of water beside the bed hard, 

banging into a glass; water spilled out onto the mattress. 

        “What was that, Tong-Aon?” asked her mother from the kitchen. 

         Her heart sank, fearing that her mother would see her in her 

present form. She immediately turned onto her stomach, and raised her 

head up to watch the slightly open door. 

        Alas…she had completely turned into a dog. Craning her neck 

required a greater stretch, but she could do it naturally. First, she must 

latch the door tightly. She would not want her mother to see her in this 

state. If her mother saw that she had changed into a dog, what would 

her mother do? 

        Straightening up, two hands became two front legs, and two legs 

turned into two back ones. Stretching herself, strange…., it was the 

motion of an overweight dog lazily shaking its fur. 

        Quickly tiptoeing to the door, exactly like when a dog spotted its 

prey, Tong-Aon felt her feet were lighter than usual, lighter than a cat 

burglar’s. Her instincts told her to use her mouth to pull the door in. 
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She could not use any other part of her body anyway, as her hands had 

turned into stout legs. 

        The door fitted a long wooden cleft that a doorman made for a 

tight close. Tong-Aon poked the door with her leg; the latch easily fell 

into its slot. Trying to push the door with her flank, there was now no 

way out for her, and nobody could jerk the door away. 

        “What’s going on, Tong-Aon?” asked her mother. She must have 

been worried about Tong-Aon, who seemed so troubled lately that she 

had had a nightmare last night. 

         “I’m alright, mom,” she answered. Strange indeed… she still had 

the loud clear voice of a human being. Only her body had changed. 

         “Sounds like a bottle fell down.” 

         “I knocked it over myself” 

         “Get up… It’s very late. You’ll be late for work.” 

         “I’m still tired… Let me sleep for a little while.” 

         “Whatever, but don’t be late for work.” 

         “Alright, mom…” she just replied, not even knowing how to get 

out of the room. Would she turn back into a human being? That was 

the problem she was facing. She was still hoping against hope that she 

could become a human being again as her voice had still not changed. 

Her mother still understood her. It was the voice of the same old Tong-

Aon. Anyway, what else could she do? Only wait for time to tell.    

        She tiptoed back to her bed and lay curled up, pressing her 

muzzle to the floor and putting it between her two front legs. She 

blinked repeatedly and pathetically. Her life appeared hopeless. 

        The sun must have risen above the hills as a ray of light shone, 

through twigs and branches, on the window sill. A soft breeze swept 

the leaves away. At this moment, in Tong-Aon’s mind, it was so quiet. 

Even a sigh, she could clearly hear it. 

        A motorcycle, with a knocking sound, stopped in front of the 

house. Then came a calling.  
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        “Tong-Aon” The woman’s small shrill voice was familiar to her, 

but she could not identify exactly who it belonged to. 

        “Tong-Aon” shouted her mother at the same time with a couple 

of calls in front of the house. 

         “What, mom?” she retorted, trying to lower her voice as much as 

possible. 

         “There’s someone outside, go and see.” 

         Her heart sank for the second time… What should she do? She 

did not want anyone to see her like this. What should she do? 
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Deadly Bridge 

 

        A car pulled up in front of the house. The morning of the new day 

came calling in a foul mood as Siriphan had to lie down near a garbage 

bin. A lot of nightmares had disturbed his sleep. He remembered that 

he had woken up with a fright in the dead of the night three times. He 

dreamt that he had been burned, that his hideous long body had been 

thrown into the fire, and that a storm had blown down his house. He 

woke up shocked and alarmed only to find that he was lying naked in 

the night breeze. His wife must be sleeping like a log, not caring about 

his disappearance. He should go inside to sleep with his wife, lying 

down on the soft mattress… Siriphan could only think about it because 

everything was too late. 

        “Chief Siriphan…Chief Siriphan, are you here?” A shout came 

from the front of the house. The voice sounded familiar, but Siriphan 

could not remember exactly who it was. 

        “Who’s that?” shouted his wife furiously from inside. 

        “It’s me. The Baan Kok village chief,” answered the visitor. 

         Ah… the Baan Kok village chief, a small tan-skinned man with a 

voice which droned on as much as his long years in the monkhood. 

Having been in the monkhood for years, he had just left the temple to 

get married at the age of thirty-five. This year he had turned forty-two. 

        “What’s up?” 

         His wife must have stuck her head through the small window 

with a sullen look. Maybe she had not even washed her face. 

        “I would like to discuss something with the chief, Ma’am,” 

replied the Baan Kok village chief meekly as usual. Most village 

chiefs and headmen thought that Siriphan was an assistant district 
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officer thanks to his age and various duties. 

        “I don’t know where the hell he’s gone.” answered his wife with 

a curt voice. 

        “Oh…Chief Siriphan hasn’t come home yet? 

        “No, he vanished into thin air yesterday. Many people came to 

see him but couldn’t find him.” 

        “So, could you please tell the chief that the government sent 

someone to investigate the bridge scandal in the village? What should 

I do?  I might be put behind bars for ages.” 

          “I’ll tell him.” His wife slammed the door vehemently. It was 

not surprising that she was in a rotten mood as from yesterday 

everyone visiting her house had told her only disconcerting stories. 

         “You keep bringing trouble, Siriphan, damn you” 

        She beefed quite loudly after the Baan Kok village chief’s car 

was out of sight. 

        Siriphan as a reptile slowly crept down to the open space below 

the house, lying near a toilet cement pipe, which smelled sickly awful. 

        He did not want to wander too far away from home when his 

body was still a reptile or an unlucky monitor lizard. Just keep waiting. 

His life was now all at sea; just let it go adrift... 

        The Baan Kok village chief came here to talk about the Baan Kok 

bridge… This made Siriphan wonder even more. Why wasn’t it over 

and done with? Everything should have ended a long time ago. They 

should have let bygones be bygones, and shouldn’t have landed the 

people involved in hot water. 

        Closing his eyes, he could still see it… 

        It was a starless, moonless, and cloudy night. Everywhere was 

darkness. Thunder grumbled on the western horizon. 

        A dark bridge lay down silently in the darkness. Its black shadow 

was conspicuous on the shallow river, revealing concrete poles rising 

up from the bottom of the river like a tall man with long crane-like 
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legs. 

        Llightning flashed. We saw each other’s shiny dark face in the 

darkness. 

        “Are you sure that no one will find out?” he asked, with a torch in 

his right hand. The Baan Kok district chief was carrying a five-litre 

barrel of oil 

        “I guarantee, sir” 

        Siriphan only smiled a little, thinking about his colleague’s firm 

order. 

        “What’s wrong with the bridge?” 

        “Its length is not as specified.” 

        “How short is it?” 

        “Almost eighty metres.” 

        “How did you monitor the construction? Why does it lack eighty 

metres?” 

        “I dunno. The length specification is in the plan,” he answered 

him desperately and hopelessly. 

        “We weren’t careful. That’s why this shit happened. So the rot set 

in, right?” he asked him desperately as well. 

        “Someone sent a letter to the ministry. There’s gonna be an 

investigation.” 

        “So we have to destroy the evidence.” 

        “Evidence? I don’t get it.” 

        “The damn bridge. Is it wood or concrete?” 

        “Wood…sir” 

        “So burn it all…No evidence, no one gets blamed. Just say that it 

was a wildfire. No bridge, no more proof.” 

        The night breeze blew continuously. Trees swayed gently. Their 

branches rubbed against each other. A bat hovered above the tree 

branches. The crowing of roosters at a quite unusual time drifted from 

far away. The noise of cicadas playing with the wind in the branches 
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could be heard unremittingly.  

        The Baan Kok village chief poured the gasoline over his target – 

the planks and posts of the bridge. Meanwhile, Siriphan looked for dry 

sticks which the Baan Kok village chief had put at the bottom of the 

river earlier that evening. He piled them up near the foot of the post to 

fuel the fire. Oh bridge, why did you cause so much trouble? ; not for a 

few people, but for seven or eight in the sub-district and district offices 

who got involved. This bridge was an important route for people from 

many villages. The reduction of the bridge’s length had been done five 

years ago. Someone proposed a project to build an 180 metre-long 

bridge to the provincial office. It was actually merely 100 metres long. 

So we shortened the bridge without notifying anyone of the change. 

Siriphan, who was in charge of the construction, did not protest. 

Budgets were disbursed to pay contractors. The investigation 

committee only had to sign an approval document. Then, everything 

was so easy. There were a lot of profits; wood for the construction was 

illegal, and the bridge’s length was cut without the superior’s 

objection. If this wasn’t the luck of the devil, then what should it be? 

        Five years later, some back-stabbing bastards petitioned the 

Office of the Prime Minister. The provincial office was then assigned 

to conduct an urgent investigation. For Christ’s sake, every piece of 

evidence from a subcontract to a blueprint directly pointed to Siriphan 

and the sub-district council members. This is the last resort to the 

problem. 

        I was dying to know who the hell blew the whistle. I’d like to 

shoot him dead. 

        Let him taste a bullet, so he would feel the same kind of pain he 

brought us with these thorny problems; paying the price for poking his 

nose into others’ business. 

        We couldn’t sniff out a whistle-blower… so we must take 

vengeance by burning down the damn bridge.  
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        Burn it. It was not anyone’s property. No more bridge. People 

would file a complaint. A forest fire broke out. And in just a little 

while the money would be sent in. The second construction would 

have no mistake in specification. 

        The blast of wind blew away. 

        The flickering fire of a matchstick aimed at the torch. 

        The fire spread, the shiny resin oozed from the torch, and dropped 

to the ground, right down on a pile of wood.   

        The bright flame suddenly shot up. It spread fast like a wildfire.  

The dry wood crackled loudly. The roaring flames grew horribly.         

         The fire went up to the bridge, and quickly spread over the planks. 

Hell beamed in the darkness. Siriphan escaped from the light into the 

shadow of darkness. 

        Evil spirits hovered in the darkness. That’s it., people’s bridge. 

That’s it, people’s taxes which were used to develop the community. 

        The Baan Kok village chief looked at it with a sorrowful pang in 

his heart…  He thought about tomorrow and the days after. People 

would have no more bridge. A mini bus, which arrived and was going 

to cross the bridge, must have been confused and wondered who 

burned it and which bridge he could now use. The journey would be 

cut off here. Food, vegetables, fish, and people would get stuck at the 

broken bridge. They would not be able to carry all their things to town 

like the previous year. If they wanted to take their goods in town, now 

they would have to put them into baskets and shoulder them to the 

main road over there. 

        A black shadow clouded a weak heart. It was a deadly sin that he 

and a number of villagers had jointly built the bridge during the 

populist period of former prime minister Kukrit. At the beginning, he 

was delighted with the profits; the budget was based on the price of the 

wood from the sawmill including taxes, but in practice, illegal wood 

which villagers cut down was used instead. The profits were more than 
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double, way different. There were many advantages though, as the 

bridge was finally constructed almost five years after the villagers had 

requested it. It was the life line of many people, thousands of them, 

from many villages, but now…he had destroyed it. 

        Who the hell had sent a letter to the office of the prime minister? 

Villagers were not as dumb as in those days. Their shrewdness made 

him much more careful. 

        A strong forest wind fanned the sparkling flames… 

        Siriphan looked at the fire with a dead silence in his heart… 

        Sometimes we must do what we don’t want to do. 

        In a civil servant’s life, if anyone was once investigated, they 

would be scared for years; some even had to quit. In this case, if the 

bridge still existed, it would be clear evidence to tie him, as an 

accomplice, to the corruption. Alas…he could just understand the 

meaning of the saying, the goodness can always weather the storm, 

this time. All evidence must be destroyed; whether it was the paper 

trail or the bridge lacking eighty metres in length. 

       The blaze raged so frantically that it could sweep through the 

entire forest. Fiery red flames soared skywards like an inferno. The 

pitch dark forest had turned as bright as daylight. 

      The searing heat forced further retreat. Forest wind blew strongly, 

swelling the intense heat and sending smoke into the sky. Dancing 

flames resembled the happy smiling face of a demon whose hunger 

had been sated. 

      “The bridge is on fire!” A loud shout came from the street leading 

to the village. Siriphan saw a continuous stream of villagers moving 

towards the scene. 

      “Hey…Let’s put out the fire.” 

      “Who the hell set fire to the woods around here? Don’t they know 

that they’re near the bridge?” 

      “Maybe it’s just a forest fire.” 
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      “Bullshit! It’s absolutely not. Why would a forest fire break out 

here? Hurry up! Let’s extinguish the fire.” 

       “Oh no, it’s too strong. The bridge is falling apart.” 

       “I’ve got to report this to the village chief tomorrow.” 

       “There’s no more bridge.” 

       “He must get some money to fix it.” 

       “The district must send in money double-quick. Otherwise, people 

in a lot of villages will be in a hole.” 

       “It’s already collapsed!” 

       Before the screaming died away, a sound like thunder 

reverberated. The bridge poles, weakened by the fierce fire, suddenly 

crumbled. 

       Siriphan turned slightly towards the Baan Kok village chief.  

Feeling depressed, they wryly smiled and nodded at each other before 

walking into the deep dark forest.   

           A leader must simultaneously be a fox and a lion… Who was it 

anyway who first said that? 

 

 

***************** 
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******************* 
 

Note: Metaphors in the ST and TT are underlined by the translator as     

           this translation project focuses solely on the problems of  

           metaphor translation. 
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6.) Translation Review 

 
   a) Hypothesis Review 

 The hypothesis of this project is ‘Only metaphors which are  

crucial to the theme of the novel and are Active metaphors will be literally translated. 

The others should be adjusted and re-created to render the same ideas with equivalent 

effects on the target reader’ (See: Chapter I). 

  The project shows that in practice it is difficult to decide which 

metaphors are important to the theme of the novel, and should be literally translated 

or not. The theory of Goatly assists the translator to identify metaphors as Inactive or 

Active ones, which is very beneficial to translation. The Inactive ones are basically 

similar to the definition of metaphors, which Lakoff has given; they are metaphors 

that we live by and are culturally formed, such as idioms and proverbs. Thus, they 

must be adjusted to create the equivalence of text and equivalent effect on the target 

text reader, except when in English, there is coincidentally the same metaphor 

conveying the same meaning. Meanwhile, the Active metaphors, such as simile, 

symbol, and personification, are commonly found in literary works. They are newly 

created and often give readers a new perspective on things. Accordingly, they must be 

literally translated to transmit the new concept and knowledge to the target reader.  

In other words, the project proves that there are criteria in the metaphor  

translation as hypothesized in the beginning. The project confirms that ‘Metaphors 

which are crucial to the theme of the novel and are Active metaphors must be literally 

translated. The others must be adjusted and re-created to render the same ideas with 

equivalent effects on the target reader.’ 

  It should also be noticed that in some cases, Thai sentences, which are 

not metaphorical, can be possibly translated into English metaphors. This is because 

the nature of Thai and English is not exactly the same. The most important thing is to 

make the TT reader understand and enjoy the text as much as the ST reader does. 

 

b)   Translation Assessment 

 In the extralinguistic aspect, the functions of the source text and the 

target text are consistent, i.e. to satirize the Thai bureaucracy, and analyze the nature 

of human beings.  In the intralinguistic aspect, the level of language and writing style 

can be preserved in the target text. Yet, losses and gains are still unavoidable. The title 

or appellation cannot be maintained in the target text. The explicitation has been made 

for some cultural elements, and some metaphors have been communicatively 

transmitted, based on the linguistic and cultural resources of the target language. 

 

 c)   Other Problems during the Translation Process 
 No new problem is found during the translation, except the translator’s 

comprehensibility of the source text. The problem is solved by seeking advice from 

Thai language experts and search for more information from the library. 

 

d)   Suggestions for Further Studies 

  i)  Study on the translation of metaphors from English to Thai to check 

whether it will have the same result as this project has or not. 

  ii)  Study on translation of Thai literature into English, with a focus on 

register and tone. 
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